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Abstract 

This thesis proposes a new mesure of individual di fferences in reading cornprehension 

ability that is theoretically motivated, easy to administer, and has high predictive power. 

Participants read three-sentence paragraphs that describe the relations arnong a set of real and 

artificial tenns such as: A NORT resembles a E T  but is faster and weiehs more.. A BERL 

resembles a CAR but is slower and weiehs more.. A S A M P  resembles a BERL but is slower and 

weighs more. By using the relations descnbed in the paragraph, participants cm constnict linear 

orderings (e.g., for speed h e a r  ordering NORT > E T  > CAR > BERL > SAMP); however, 

because the fact that a JET is faster than a car is not explicitly mentioned, participants need to 

access their existing world knowledge to constnict this ordering. M e r  studying the paragraph. 

participants respond to true-tzlse statements that assess their abilities on four separate component 

processes ofreading comprehension. Text memory statements (e-g., A NORT is faster than a 

JET-) test memory for information expiicitiy mentioned in the paragraph; no prior knowledge is 

required. Text inferencing statements (e-g., A SAMP is siower than a CAR3 test implicit 

imformation that can be inferrecl by combining information that appean explicitly in the text 

(Le., A BERL is slower than a CAR: A S A M P  is slower than a BERL). Knowledge access 

u 



statements (e.g., A JET is faster than a CAR.) can be answered by accessing prior knowledge; no 

new text information is required. Knowledge integration statements (e.g., A NORT weiehs more 

than a CAR,) test irnplicit information that require participants to access their pnor knowledge 

(i.e., a JET weiehts more than a CARJ and integrate this knowledge with the text fact (Le., 4 

NORT weiehs more than a SET). The components of the task predict performance on a test of 

global reading comprehension, and on a range of specific comprehension tests, each of which 

draws more heavily on one pdcular component The component processes task is better at 

predicting reading comprehension than is a typicai working memory span task, and has the 

potentiai oladvancing the understanding and measurement of a range of linguistic and cognitive 

tasks. 
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 

What is reading comprehension? What accounts for individual differences in reading 

comprehension ability? And how might individual differences in reading comprehension ability 

be rneasured? in this thesis, 1 argue that there are four main component processes underlying 

reading comprehension ability and I propose a new tool that measures individual differences in 

these four theoretically motivated component processes. The purpose of this chapter is to discuss 

the general approaches that have been used to study individual differences in cognitive abilities 

such as reading comprehension ability, and to show how my research approach fits into these 

general approaches. These five approaches am: (a) the psychomeaic approach, (b) the 

cognitiveîorrelates approach, (c) the cognitive-contents approach, (d) the cognitive-training 

approacb and (e) the cognitive components approach (see Sternberg* 1979). The psychometric 

approach focuses on the measurement of individual differences in cognitive abilities such as 

generd intelligence, verbal abilities, and spatial abilities. The four other approaches apply 

information-processing theory towards understanding the nature of these individual differences. 

The PsvchometRc Ap~roach 

hvestigators using a psychornetric approach to understand individuai differences in 

cognitive abilities are interested in understanding cognitive abilities in terms of a set of static 

latent sources o f  individuai differences called factors (see Sternberg, 1985, for review). The idea 

here is that individual differences in a cognitive ability (ag., intelligence) can be decomposed 

into individual differences in factors, each of which is proposed to represent a distinct human 

ability (e.g., verbal ability, mathematical ability, spatial ability). 

1 
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Factors are hypothetical constmcts that are intended to explain the underlying sources of 

individual diff'es that give rise to the observecl individual differences in test scores. To 

obtain factors, a technique called factor is used; it involves cdculathg correlations 

among scom on tests, and then reducing these comIatiow to just a lew linear combinations 

called facton. For example, if tests measuring vocabulary, reading comprehension, arithmetical 

problem solving, and arithrnetical concepts were factor analymi, the correlations among the 

scores on these tests would probably be reduced to two factors: verbal ability and mathematical 

ability (see Sternberg, 1985). 

Theonsts who have used the psychometric approach to undentand individual differences 

in intelligence differ greatiy in the number of factors they propose. At the lower end, Speannan 

(1927) proposed a single factor called "g", which he believed to permeate performance on al1 

intellectual tasks. Thurstone ( 1938) proposed a more "middle-O f-the-road" position by positing 

that intelligence is compnsed of seven "primary mentai abilities" (i.e., verbal comprehension, 

verbal fluency, numbers, spatial visudization, memory, reasonin& and perceptual speed). 

Finally, Guilford (1 98 1) proposed the upper e-e position by positing that intelligence is 

categories: (a) an operation, @) a content, and (c) a product. Since there are five operations 

(cognition, memory, divergent production, convergent production, and evaluation), five kinds of 

contents (visual, auditory, syrnbolic, semantic, and behavioural), and six kinds ofproducts (units, 

classes, relations, systems, transformations, and implications) and each of the subcategories are 

independentiy defineci, they are multiplicative; so there are 5 x 5 x 6 = 150 different mental 

abilities. 



Duruig the 1930's and 1940's, the psychometric approach was also used to develop a 

number of tests of reading comprehension ability, and like the research identifyuig the factors 

underiying intelligence, a rather lively debate erisued about what the sources of individual 

differences in reading comprehension might be. For example, Hunt (1947) and Robinson and 

McCollom (1 934) proposed two-factor explmations of readiug comprehension ability; for Hunt 

(1947) the two factors were (a) vocabulaiy and (b) a common reading comprehension factor. 

whereas for Robinson and McColIom (1934) the two factors were (a) rate of reading and (b) 

accuracy of comprehension. At the upper extreme was Davis (1944), who proposed a nine-factor 

explanafion of reading cornprehension ability. His nine factors were: (a) knowledge of word 

meanings, (b) the ability to select the appropriate meaning for a word in light of its particular 

contexntal sening. (cl the ability to follow the organization of a passage and to identify 

antecedents and references in it, (d) the ability to select the main thought of a passage, (e) the 

ability to answer questions that are specifically answered in a passage, (f) the ability to answer 

questions that are answered in a passage but not in the words in which the question is asked, (g) 

the ability to draw inferences fiom a passage, (h) the ability to recognize the Iiterary devices used 

in a passage and to determine its tone and moo& and finaIly, (0 the abfiity to determine a writer's 

purpose. intent, and point of view. 

The psychometric approach has made great &des in rneasuring and statistically 

demon~frating that there are a number of potential sources of individual differences in reading 

comprehensîon abiiity, but the eariier appIicaîions of this approach were not without their 

problems. One pmblem with the earlier applications of the psychometric approach was the lack 

of any theoretical fhmework for understanding the cognitive conshucts under investigation. 
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Instead, researchers reiied on theu own judgements for interpreting the factors underlying the 

cognitive construct (see Davis, 1944 for an example of this problem). in fack theory and 

measurement were not integrated until the mid 1970's when researchen started applying 

information-processing theory toward identifying individual differences in cognitive abilities. 

There are four information-processing approaches to understanding individual differences in 

cognitive abilities: (a) the cognitivesomlates, (b) the cognitive-training, (c) the cognitive- 

contents, (d) and the cognitive components approaches. Each approach attempts to capitalize on 

individuai differences in cognitive abilities in ternis of the architecture and processes of the 

human information-processing system. 

The Cornitive-Correlates Auproach 

Investigaton using a cognitive-correlates approach to undentand individual differences 

in cognitive abilities are interested in determining the extent to which tasks that contemporary 

information-processing psychologists believe measure basic human inf+omation-processing 

abilities correlate with performances on cornplex cognitive tasks. Researchers have investigated 

whether performance on basic information-processing tasks such as Posner and Mitchell's (1 967) 

name-matching task, Sternberg's ( t966) memory-Scarmmg task and Petmon and Peterson's 

(1959) short-term memory task correlate with performance on tests of verbal abilities and reading 

comprehension ability such as the Washington Pre-College Test (e-g., Hunt, Lunneborg, & 

Lewis, 1975) and the Nelson-Demy test of reading comprehension ability (e.g., Palmer, 

MacLeod, Hunt, & DaMdson, 1985). For example, the Pomer and Mitchell task involves the 

presentaîion of two letters identical in both name and physical type (A, A), identicai in narne but 

w t  case (4 a), or different in both name and case (A, b). Participants are presented Ietter pairs 
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and their reaction times to answer whether the two letters are the same or d i f f m t  are measured. 

On name identify (NI) trials. they are asked to respond "samew if the two letters share the same 

name and on physical identity (Pi) trials they must respond "samet' only if the two letten are 

physicdly identical. Of major intemt is the dinerence between the time taken to respond 

"sarne" when the letters are identical in name only (e.g., A, a) vernis when they are identical in 

both name and physicai form (A, A). This M-PI clifference, typicaily 50-100 mec, is assumed 

to indicate the additional time required in the name identity situation for accessing the name of 

the visuai letter code in memory. The t h e  required to access the name of  a letter appears to 

differ among individuals. If individuals who perform better on the complex tests of verbal 

abilities also show a smaller NI-PI difference, this would niggest that they are faster at retrieving 

well-learned letter or name codes h m  long-term memory. 

The cognitive-correlates approach has been successfùl in demonstrating that theoretically 

motivated basic information-processing tasks are correlated with ta& wumed to measure 

verbal ability and reading comprehension ability. For example. using the basic Posner and 

Mitchell name-matching tsk. researchers have demonstrated that the NI-PI difference effect is 

srndter for high verbal individuah, suggesting that high verbd individuais are fiister at retneving 

well-learned letter or name codes h m  memory (Hunt et al., 1975). High verbal participants are 

faster in other retrieval processes as welt They are faster in other semantic matching tasks, such 

as  responding "same" if two words are synonyms, or if two words are h0~0nyms (Jackson & 

McCleUand, 1979). However, Jackson and McClelland found that better readers were not faster 

at matching dot patterns, suggesting that the processing speed advantage of better readen did not 

lie in the encoding or comparing of nonverbal visual displays. 
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Despite these encoumghg findings, the initial applications of the cognitive-correlates 

approach toward understauding individuai ciifferences in verbal abilities have been heavily 

criticized. Specifically, critics have questioned whether the theories underlying the basic 

information-pmcessing tasks are the best theoretical framework for interpreting the complex 

information processing required by mmy psychometnc tests (Sternberg, 198 1). Typically, the 

correlations between the basic information-processing tasks and the tasks measunng complex 

abilities are rarely above .30 (Le., rarely capture more than 9% of the variance), and critics have 

argued that these relatively low correlations occur because tests measuring complex cognitive 

abilities draw on these lower level perceptual and rnemory abilities in only a penpheral way 

(S temberg, 1 98 1). 

More recent applications of the cognitiveîorrelates approach have avoided this criticim 

by replacing the basic information-processing tasks with more complex information-processing 

tasks that are designed to tap more sophisticated cognitive processes and resources. For 

example, Daneman and Carpenter (1980) showed that their more complex working rnemory span 

task provided a more sui table theoretical h e w o r k  for understanding reading comprehension 

abiIity than the basic word span task. The working rnemory span task requires participants to 

simultaneously coordinate both the processing and storage requirements that are imposed. For 

example, the processing requirements might be to read aloud sets of unrelated sentences (e-g.. & 

eerie breeze suddenlv chilled the warm hurnid air. The umbrella erabbed - its bat and steooed UD 

to the plate. His mouth was twisted into an inhuman smile.) and to make judgments about the 

sensibility of each sentence, and the storage requirements might be to remember the sentence 

final words (e.g., & plate. mile] so that they can be recalled at the end of the set. On the other 
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hand, the basic word span task imposes only a storage requirernent by havùig participants store 

and recall back a random seing of words (e.g., c e .  shoe. baiu. Daneman and Carpenter (1980) 

showed that performance on the working memory span task was a much better predictor of 

performance on the Verbal Scho lastic Aptitude Test (VSAT) than the basic word span task. 

Indeed, Daneman and Carpenter (1980) found that their working memory span ta& accounted 

for 56% of the variance on standard tests of reading compcehension ability (see Daneman & 

Merikle, 1 996). 

e Cornitive-Contents Aporoach 

uivestigators using a cognitive-contents approach to investigate individual differences in 

cognitive abilities are interested in comparing the performances of experts and novices on 

complex tasks. The idea is that experts and novices perform differently on complex tasks 

because they differ Ui both the contents and structures of their knowledge, and if these 

differences are identified, then important sources of individual differences might be revealed. 

The cognitivecontents approach has been used to snidy expert-novice differences in the 

selection of moves and strategies in chess (e.g., Chase & Simon, 1973) and memory for digits 

(e-g., Chase & Ericsson, 1982). approach has aIso been used by researchen in the area of 

verbai abilities. For example, Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi, and Voss (1979) cornpared 

perfarmances between participants with high dornain howledge (e-g., experts) and low domain 

knowiedge (e.g., novices) on a task that measured memory for a text about a basebal1 garne. 

They observed that experts recalled larger chunks of information for baseball actions and had 

more accurate accounts of the order of game actions that were related to the goal structure than 

did novices. Spilich et al. (1979) interpreted these hdings as evidence that previously acquired 
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iaowledge a.Eccts the processing of new domain-related information (see Korkel & Weinert, 

1989 and Yekovich, Walker, Ogle, & Thompson, 1990 for other applications of the cognitive- 

contents approach). A major di fference between the cognitivetontents approac h and the 

cognitivetorrelates approach is that the former emphasizes content and structure rather than 

. * . . 
e Corni t ive-Tram A ~ ~ r o a c h  

Investigators using a cognitive-training approach to investigate individual differences in 

cognitive abilities examine how much the training on a single cognitive component improves 

overall task performance. The idea is that cognitive training of a single component might 

improve overall task performance, and if overall task pe~orrnance does irnprove then the trained 

component is an important source of individual differences. 

The cognitive-halliing approach has had mixed success at enhancing verbal abilities. For 

example, although most vocabulary-building training studies are successful at Uicreasing 

vocabulary knowledge, there is little concomitant increase in reading comprehension abili ty, 

despite the fact that vocabulary knowledge is considered to be one of the best single predicton OF 

reading comprehension ability (see Beck, Perfeni, & McKeown, i 982 for a summary of the 

Literature). Rather, it seerns that for vocabulary trainhg to enhance reading comprehension 

ability, it must include ~ ~ O ~ O U S  training that focuses on increasing pmcessing fluency (Beck et 

al., 1982). SimiIarly, Presley and Brewster (1990) demonsûated that an elaboration strategy 

called elaborative interroeation increases knowledge of a domain (see also Woloshyn, 

Willoughby, Wood, & Pressley, 1990; and Woloshyn, Presley, & Schneider, 1992) when 

participants are asked "why" questions about that bowiedge domain. However, in order to 
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ensure continued use of elaborative interrugatiou, training m u t  include information about the 

strategy's effectiveness and metacognitive idionnation about why the strategy works (Pressley, 

1 994). 

At a practical level, the cognitive-training approach is usehl for revealing what aspects of 

training (e.g., feedback on success of strategy, metaknowledge about the strategy) are most 

effective for improving an individual's performance. However, with the exception of elaborative 

interrogation (e.g., Pressley & Brewster, 1990) which 1 interpret as a cognitive training 

intervention for knowledge-based inferencing (see aIso Hannon & Daneman, 1998), the 

cognitive-training approach fails to generate new theories about cognitive abilities. Rather it 

seems that its real value is when it is used in conjunction with one of the other approaches. Such 

a combination of approaches involva establishing a theory for a cognitive ability using either the 

cognitiveîorrelates, cognitive-contents, or cognitive-components approach, developing training 

methods that enhance one or more cognitive components of the pre-established theory, and then 

demonstrating that training on the cognitive components causes measurable changes in overall 

iask performance. 

The Cognitive-corn~onents A ~ ~ r o a c h  

Investigators using a cognitive-components approach for investigating individual 

clifferences in cognitive abilities are interested in isolating component processes of complex 

çubtasks (e-g., analogies) that are important for o v e d l  performance on a psychometnc measure 

(e-g., intelligence). The major focus of this approach is not simply to show that performance on 

each subtask correlates with performance on the psychometnc measure of the cognitive ability. 

Rather, the idea is that there are a few important component processes that are common arnong 
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the subtasks of a psychometric measure, and if these cornponent processes and the relationships 

among these component processes are identifie& then a theortticai fhrnework for the cognitive 

ability of interest c m  be developed For example, Sternberg (1 977) rneasured the processing 

times mquired at different stages for the solutions of analogies such as  LAWYER : CLIENT :: 

DOCTOR : (a) PATIENT, (b) MEDICINE. Using a nibtractive method to isolate the pmcessing 

times for the component processes of (a) encodhg and formulating a general strategy, (b) 

inferring the relations among some of the terms in the analogy, (c) mapping the infemd relations 

to solution choices, and (d) applying the previously i n f m d  relations to the solution choices, 

Sternberg observed that the component process for encoding predicted performance on other 

traditional tests of intelligence (Stemberg 1977; Sternberg, 1996). Specifically, he observed that 

the slower participants were at the component process of encodhg on the analogies test. the 

higher they scored on other traditional tests of intelligence (Stemberg, 1977; Sternberg, 1996). 

The cognitive-components approach has also been used for identimg the component 

processes of reading comprehension ability in adolescents (e.g., Frederiksen, 1982). Frederiksen 

(1 982) selected a number of reading subtasks that he classified as measures of word analysis, 

context utilization, and discoune andysis. Then based on the theory of the reading subtasks, 

Frederiksen decornposed each subtask into component processes. For example, one of the word 

analysis subtasks called pseudoword pronunciation, was decomposed into two component 

processes: perceiving multi-letter uni& and decoding or phonological translation in word 

recognition. M e r  examining the relationships among the component processes of the subtasks, 

Frederiksen examined the extent that cach component process predicted performance on a test of 

reading comprehellsion ability. Fredenhsen (1982) observed that for adolescents, 



decoding/phonologicaI efficiency and activation of semanticaily-related concepts in memory 

were the best predicton of performance on the test of reading comprehension ability. 

The cognitive-cornponents approach has received some hanh criticism with respect to 

tendencies to formulate theories based on experimentaily-defined, systematic breakdowns of the 

subtasks. hdeed Neisser (1983) has argued that the theories are just solution steps: "By now it 

should be clear that the pmducts of Sternberg's method are not 'components' at a& but solution 

steps that emerge in response to the demands of speciai experirnentai procedures. It should be 

equally clear that the componential theory is not a theory of intelligence but a method of running 

subjects and anaiyzing data that yields stepwise solutions." (pp.196) While this criticism rnay 

apply to Sternberg's use of componential analysis of analogies, it is less applicable to 

Frederiksen's (1982) use of componential analysis. In Frederiksen's research, the components of 

the reading subtasks were identified using pre-established theoretical interpretations and not 

solution steps for executing the tasks. 

A ~ ~ r o a c h  used in rnv Researcb 

The approach that I used for measuring and understanding individual differences in 

readuig comprehension abiIity was componenùd in nature. Lke previous apptications of  the 

componentiai approach, the focus of my research was to use the theory of the component 

processes to inform me about the nature of the psychological construct (e.g., reading 

comprehension ability). In addition, the methodology I useci was similar to Sternberg's (1977) 

and Frederiksen's (1 982) inasnuch as the important component processes of a larger 

psycho1ogîcal construct (e-g., reading comprehension) were identified the nlatioaships among 

the components were exarnined, and then the independent and overlapping contributions of the 



component processes to o v W  performance on the psychometric measure (e.g., reading 

comprehension) were examineci. 

On the other hand, my application of componential anaiysis is more sirnilar to 

Frederiksen's application of the componential approach than it is to Sternberg's application of the 

compooeatial approach. Like Frederiksen, the component processes in my new measure are 

theoreticaiiy mo tivated and not experimentaiiy defhed. fhis allowed me to avoid Neisser's 

criticim of componential analyses as s h p l y  a method of devising experimentally dehed, 

solution steps. However, whereas Frederiksen (1 982) broke reading subtasks down into lower 

level component processes such as letter encoding efficiency, decoding or phonological 

translation, the component processes used in my new rneasure are higher level cornponent 

processes (text memory, text inferencing, knowledge access, and knowledge-based inferencing). 

The advantage of rny approach is that it allowed me to examine, for the first time. the 

contributions of higher level component processes to a psychological cowtruct such as reading 

comprehension. Finally, unlike Frederiksen (1 982) who used separate subtasks that were 

believed to measure some of the important component processes of the constmct under 

investigation, my approach used a singe task that measures the four cornponent processes of the 

psychologicai construct under investigation. The advantage of rny approach is that it avoids 

giving multiple iostructions for multiple tasks. Rather, only one set of instructions are provided, 

making the new measure practical and easy to administer. 



Chapter 2: introduction to Experiments 

in this thesis I propose a new individuai-differences tool that provides estimates of a 

reader's ability to access and integrate Longtemi memory howledge with text information, to 

make text-based Uiferences, and to mal1 text. This tool is based on a rather simple but ingenious 

task developed by Potts and Peterson (1985). The modified version of the task is easy to 

administer and accounts for a substmtial proportion of the variance in performance of university 

students on a global, standardized test of mading comprehension abiiity. Fint, 1 briefiy descnbe 

some of the previous approaches that have been w d  to measure and undentand nading 

compnhension ability, and I highlight the advantages of the new task. Then, I descnbe four 

studies that were conducted as part of the process of developing and validating the component 

processes task. 

-d 

Research on reading cornprehension has shadowed research on intelligence. This is not 

surprising, given that readuig comprehension is highly comlated with general intelligence and 

both are related to school success (Bloom, 1976; Perfeni, 1976). One can trace in the histones of 

botb research movements a similar tension between concem with mesurement on the one hand 

and theory on the other. investigations of reading, like intelligence, had their ongin primady in 

the practicai concem of meanirement and prediction. Researchers were interested in 

quantifying mental abilities in order to p d c t  performance in school, business and industry, 

govemment and the military. This interest gave birth to the mental testing movement and a 

plethora of standafdized tests, not ody to assess iateiIigence, but reading comprehension as 

13 
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weil-tests like the Davis Reading Test, the Metropo litan Reading Test, the Nelson-Demy, and 

the Verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test (VSAT), ta name but a few. Many of the tests predicted 

performance with considerable accuracy and reliability. However, one consequence of the 

testing movement's goal of pumiing predictive validity was that construct validity was lost in the 

shunle. Because reading comprehension tests were largely atheoretical, there was no consensus 

on what was being measured. Nevertheless, this did not deter researchen nom persisting with 

thek business of measuring. Resumably, they were confident that the tests had to be measuring 

something important, because many of the tests were undeniably reliable and predictive. 

With the advent and dominance of the information-processing approach to cognition, the 

emphasis has switched from rneasurement to theory. The goal is no longer simply to quanti@ 

individual differences in intellechial tasks, but also to explain individual differences in ternis of 

the architechue and processes of the human Somation-processing systern (Daneman, 1982; 

Sternberg, 1985). In the field of inteliigence, models have been developed to account for the 

basic processes and components underlying performance on psychornetric tests (e.g., Carroll, 

1976, 1978; Hunt, 1980; Kyllonen, 1993; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990; Sternberg, 1979, 1980, 

1 985). SImiTarIy, in the EeTd o f  reading and language comprehension, there have been attempts 

to account for the processes and components that might differentiate skilled h m  Iess-skilled 

readers (e-g-, Baddeley, Logie, NimmoSmith, & Breretoo, 1985; Cm,  198 1 ; Chiang & 

Atkinson, 1976; Hunt, 1978; Jackson & McClelIand, 1979; Palmer, MacLeoci, Hunt, & 

Davidson, 1985; Perfetti & Lesgold, 1977; see Dananan, 1991 for a review). Because reading is 

a complex cognitive skill that draws on many component processes and resources, any of these 

component processes or resources has the potential for being a source of individual diffmnces in 
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reading ability. Some theories of reading ability have emphasized a single component as the 

major source of individual differences in reading abiiity. Other theories have emphasized a more 

multicomponent appmach (see C m ,  198 1). 

Single-Cornnonent A~~roaches to Understandine Reading Abili tv 

Most theories of reading ability have promoted a single component as the major source of 

individuai diflerences in reading comprehension performance. However, there has ken M e  

agreement on what that component is. The evidence suggests that skilled and unskilled readen 

do not differ in the extent of theu control over how they move and place their eyes during 

reading (Just & Carpenter, 1987; Oison, Kliegl, & Davidson, 1983; Rayner & Du@, 1 988; 

Stanley, Smith, & Howell, 1983; although see Pavlidis, 198 L), nor do they differ in the amount 

of visual information they can extract fiom a single fixation (Sarnuels, LaBerge, & Bremer, 

1978; Undenvood & Zola, 1986). However, they do differ on many of the other component 

processes of reading. 

Some theories emphasize word knowledge or word recognition skills as the major source 

of individuai differences in reading ability. It has been argued that less-skilled readea have 

srnalier vocabuIarïes tban skrned readers (Davis, 1968; ThomdZe, Tm), are slower and less 

eficient at recognuing written words (Perfetti, 1985; Stanovich Cunningham, & Feeman, 

1984)- are slower at accessùig word meanhgs h m  semantic rnemory (Hunt et al., 1975), and are 

poorer at deriving phonology h m  print (Hogaboam & Perfetti, 1978; Frederiksen, 1982; 

Snowhg, 1980). 

Other theories of reading ability emphasize the higher level language somprehension 

processes that compute the semantic, syntactic, and ~ferential relationships among successive 



words, phrases, and sentences in a text. It has been argued that less-skiued readers are at a 

particular disadvantage when they are required to execute a process that requins integrating 

newly encountered information with information encountered earlier in the text or retrieved fkom 

long-term memory (Daneman, 199 1). So for exarnp Le, less-skilled readers have pro blems 

interrelathg successive topics (Lorch, Lorch, & Morgan, 1987) and integrating information to 

derive the overall gist or main theme of a passage (Palincsar & Brown, 1984). They have more 

difficulty computing the antecedent referent for a pronoun (Oakhill & Y uill, 1986). They have 

more difficulty making inferences, and they tend to make fewer of them spontaneously dunng 

reading (Hannon & Daneman, 1958; Long, Oppy, & Seely, 1994; Oakhill, 1982). Indeed, less- 

skilled readen tend not to dernand informational coherence and consistency in a text, and they 

otten fail to detect let alone repair. semantic inconsistencies (Garner, 1980). 

Whereas these higher level theones of reading ability have locused on a specific 

integntion process of reading, other higher level theories have focused on a resource shared by 

many of the intepration processes. According to working memorv theones of reading ability, 

less-skiUed readers are at a disadvantage at dl of the procases that require the integration of 

newly encountered information wi th information encountered earIier in the text because the y 

have l e s  capacity to keep the earlier Somation active in temporary storage (Daneman & 

Carpenter 1980, 1983; Engle, Cantor, & Canillo, 1992; Just & Carpenter, 1992; see Daneman & 

Merikle, 1996, for a review) . According to knowledee-based theories of reading ability, les- 

skilled readen are at a disadvantage at d l  of the processes that require the integation of newly 

encountered information with information retrieved nom bng-term memory (Anderson & 

Pearson, 1984; Spilich et d., 1979; S p h ,  1980; Voss, Fincher-Kiefet, Greene, & Post, 1985). 
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The singie-component research has successfully identified a whole range of cognitive and 

linguistic components and resources that are correlateci with reading comprehension ability. 

However, the single-component approach does not allow mearchers to determine the relative 

contributions of individual differences in the various components to individual differences in 

overail reading comprehension ability. Nor does the single-component approach ailow 

mearchers to determine the extent to which the various components make independent 

contributions to reading comprehension ability. 

Recognizing that no single component can account for al1 the variance in performance on 

a cornplex task nich as reading, some researchers have administered a battery of perceptual, 

cognitive. and linguistic tasks to their readen in an attempt to determine the relative arnounts of 

variance in reading ability uniquely associated with each component process (e.g., Baddeley et 

ai., 1985; Bell & Perfetti, 1994; Cm, 1981; Dixon, LeFevre, & Twilley, 1988; Engle, Nations, & 

Cantor, 1990; Haenggi & Perfetti, 1994; Jackson & McClellami, 1979; Palmer et al., 1 985; 

Rankin, 1993). One fairly general finding is that the lower level word recognition and lexical 

access processes account for reIativeIy iîttfe of the variance in reading comprehension 

performance once readen get beyond the beginning stages of reading (Chabot et al., 1984; 

Jackson & McClelland, 1979; Palmer et ai., 1985). Rather, it is the higher level processes 

common to both reading and listening comprehension that account for a substantial proportion of 

the variance in readhg comprehensïon ability (Jackson & McCIeIIand, 1979; Palmer et ai., 



1985).' Also, the studies have shown that some component processes make independent 

contributions to aspects of reading comprehension abiiity. For example, Dixon et al. (1988) 

showed that vocabulary knowledge and working memory capacity make independent 

contributions to reading comprehension performance. And Haenggi and Perfetti (1994) showed 

that prior knowledge is related to answering explicit questions about expository text, whereas a 

probe discourse working memory task is related to m e r i n g  questions of a more implicit 

nature. 

Multicomponent research has advanced the understanding of the nature of individual 

differences in reading ability by accounting for considerable proportions of variance in 

performance on the atheoreticai standardized tests of reading comprehension ability, and by 

providing information conceming the relative amounts of variance in reading ability uniquely 

associated with each of the componed processes and resources. Nevertheless, 1 believe that the 

tension between theory and meaSuTement has now shifted tao much in the direction of theory. 

The multicomponent approach has provided a better understanding of the kinds olcogaitive 

skills and processes being tapped by global, standardized test of reading comprehension ability 

such a s  the Nekon-De~y and the VSAT; however, it has corne at the expense of deveioping 

new rneasures of reading comprehension ability that are theoretically motivated and practical to 

adrninister. So if researchers wish to obtain an accurate assessrnent of someone's reading ability, 

they must chose between administering a large battery of measures that taps theoretically 

important component processes and resources of reading but is cumbersorne and time coosuming 

'Severai studies have show that the speed of recognkhg words and accessing meanings tends to be more ctosely 
reiattd to masures of ccading spetd than to masures of rcadmg comprchension (Chabot et aI., 1984; Jackson & 
McCielIand, 1979; Palmer et aL, 1985). 



to administer, or they must mly on the standardized but atheoreticai tests of reading 

comprehension ability. 

The New Corn~onent Processes Ta& 

My new task has the advantages of being both theoreticdly motivated and practicaI to 

administer. The task measures individual differences in four components of reading 

comprehension-the ability to access pnor laiowledge h m  long-terni memory, to integrate 

accessed pnor knowledge with new text L%mation, to make inferences based on idormation 

provided in the text, and to recall the new text information fiom memory. Of course, the task is 

quicker and easier to administer than a battery of tasks measuring many components. 

Nevertheless, it accounts for a substantial proportion of the variance on the Nelson-Demy 

standardized test of reading comprehension ability. Thus, it has both constnict validity and 

predictive power. 

In Experiment 1 (Chapter 3), 1 demonstrate that an existing four-cornponent task 

developed by Potts and Petenon (1985) has only low to moderate correlations with reading 

comprehension ability and other tests of verbal abilities. In Expenment 2 (Chapter 4), 1 

introhce the modifie& version of the Potts ancf Petersun (1984) task and show that it is a mach 

better predictor of global reading comprehension performance than is the original Pons and 

Peterson (1985) version. In Experiment 3 (Chapter S), 1 validate each component of the task by 

showing that the text mernory component is the best p d c t o r  of performance on a memory- 

loaded reading task, the text inferencing component is the best prcdictor of performance on an 

Merence-loaded reading task, and so on. In Experiment 4 (Chapter 6)- 1 compare the predictive 

power of the component processes task with that of wocking memory span, another theoreticdly 



motivateci measm that is a good predictor of reading comprehension ability. in Chapter 7, I 

pool together and analyze the data fiom ail the participants who were administered the task 

(Experiments 2,3, and 4 combined), and I present the resuîts of a confirmatory factor analyns for 

the structure of the component processes task. Finaily in Chapter 8,1 consider the potential 

applications of  the task toward advancing the understanding and measurement ofreading 

comprehension ability. 



Experiment 1 tested whetha a task developed by Potts and Peterson (1 985) is related to 

reading comprehension ability. Potts and Peterson's (1985) task was originally developed for 

purposes other than predicting reading ability (see also Potts, 1977). However, on the basis of 

the hdings of previous research on reading ability, I was stmck by the possibility that d l  Four 

components of Potts and Petenon's task might tap important sources of individual ciifferences in 

reading comprehension ability. For example. Masson and Miller (1983) observed that both text 

memory and text infetencing are two important sources of individual differences in reading 

comprehension ability, Chabot et al. (1 984) observed that ski11 at accessing prior knowledge is an 

important source of individuai differences in reading comprehens-on ability, and Singer and 

Richot (1996) and Hanaon and Daneman (1998) obsewed that integrating prior knowledge into 

text is an important source of individual differences in reading comprehension ability. 

Consequently, I adtriinistered the Potts and Petenon (1 985) task to university-Ievei students and 

exarnined the extent to which each of the four components was correlated with overall reading 

comprehension ability. 1 fkst briefly describe the Potts and Peterson (1985) task, and then 1 

descnbe my study. 

in the Potts and Peterson (1985) task, participants read short paragraphs, each consisting 

of three sentences that describe the relations among a set of real and artificiai tems, such as: A 

JAL is [ m e r  than a TOC.. ATOC A BEAVER is lareer than a CAZ. 

By using the relations descnbed in the three sentences, participants can constnict a five-item 

linea. ordering (,?AL, > TOC > PONY > BEAVER > CU); however, because the Fact that a Donv 

21 
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is lar~er than a beaver is not explicitiy mentioned, participants need to access their existing wotld 

lmowledge in order to constnict the ordering. Participants study the paragraph at theu own Pace 

and then respond to true-faIse statements of four types. Text rnemory statements (e.g., A JAL is 

lareer than a T Q Q  test rnemory for information explicitiy mentioned in the paragraph; no pnor 

laiowledge is required. Text inferencinq statements (e.g., A JAL is lareer than a PONY) test for 

information that can be inferreci by integrating information that appears explicitly in the text (i.e.. 

A IAL is lareer than a TOC; a TOC is laqer than a PONY); again, no pior knowledge is 

required. Knowled~e access statements (e.g., A PONY is lareer than a BEAVERJ can be 

answered by simply accessing prior knowledge; no new information h m  the text is required. 

ffiowledee inte-eration statements (e-g., A TOC is lar~er  than a BEAVEQ require participants to 

access their prior laiowledge (Le., a ponv is larner than a beaveù and integraie this knowledge 

with the text fact (Le., A TOC is lareer than a PONY). 

Potts and Peterson (1985) found that the pattern of correlations among the four statement 

types was consistent with the above description. Text memory and text inferencing, the two 

components that depended on memory for new text information rather than accas to pnor 

knowredge, were hi@y correlated with one another (1 = -591, but neiiher was correlated with 

knowledge access, the component that depended only on pnor knowledge (1 = -.O4 for text 

memory and i = .O0 for text inferencing). On the other hand, knowledge integraton, the 

component that depended on text Somation as well as prior knowledge, was correlated with the 

two text-based components (r = -39 with text memory and E = -44 with text inferencing), as well 
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as the pure pnor knowledge component, knowledge access = .64).' This pattern of correlations 

suggests that the ability to remember new information and the tendency to use world knowledge 

are separate skills, and I was curious about the extent to which each is related to ovetaIl reading 

cornprehension ability. 

So far, researchers have focused on Potts and Peterson's ( 1  985) knowledge integration 

component For example, Pot& and Peterson (1985) showed that individuah who performed 

well on the knowledge integration component were more likely to incorporate new information 

into theu exishg world knowledge than wexe individuals who petfornid poorly on the 

knowledge integration component. And Singer and Ritchot (1996) showed that individuais who 

perfonned well on the knowledge integration component were better at constnicting bridging 

inferences during reading (see aiso Singer, Andnisiak, Reisdorf, & Black, 1992). However, 

based on previous individual-di fferences studies of reading ability (e.g., Chabot et al ., 1 984; 

Haenggi & Perfem, 1994; Hannon & Daneman, 1998; Masson & Miller, 1983; Oakhill, 1982; 

see Daneman, 1991, for a review), it was hypothesized that al1 four cornponmts of the task might 

capture aspects of reading comprehension ability, and so the Potts and Peterson task was 

amiirmstered in conjanction with a widdy-uscd gtobat test of tegding comprehension, the 

Nelson-Denny, as weU as several other tests of verbal abilities. 

Method 

Partici~ants 

The participants were 57 University of Toronto -dents. NI participants were fluent 

The comtations citeci herc are h m  Exp- t in Potts and Peterson's (1 985) midy; a nmilar pattern of 
correlations was observed in kir second e x p e r h ~ n t  
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speakers of Engiish and were tested individually in two sessions. Participants were administered 

the Potts and Peterson (1985) task followed by five tests that measured: (a) reading 

comprehension ability, (b) vocabulary laiowledge, (c) verbal analogies, (d) deductive reasoning, 

and (e) g e n d  analytic reasoning ability. 

Potts and Peterson Task 

As in Potts and Petenon (1985). participants read three-sentence paragraphs such as 'rtie 

pony" one, and then answered 18 me-fdse test statements about it. 

Materials. The materials consisted oFa set of ten short paragraphs. The fint two were 

used as practice paragraphs. The rernaining eight consisted of the four paragrap hs ffom the 

original Potts and Peterson (1985) task, as well as four new paragraphs modelled after the Potts 

and Peterson ones. Each paragraph consisted of three sentences that were presented one under 

the other simultaneously on a cornputer screen. Each three-sentence paragraph included three 

nonsense terms, two real ternis, and a relation among them. For example, in "the pony" 

paragraph, JAL. TOC, and C M  are the three nonsense tems, PONY and BEAVEB are the two 

real terms, and lareer than is the dation. By using the lareer thaq relation. a participant could 

comtmct the fivedem hearordering of J& >Tw P m  B E A w R  C u .  Hoviever, 

because the fact that a p o n ~  is lareer than a beaver was never actudly rnentioned, participants 

had to use their existing world knowledge about the relative sue of a pony and a beaver to 

consmict the linear ordering. n i e  known relations used in Potts and Petenon's (1985) gther 

three experimental passages were: a plane is fastet than a car. a piano is heavier than a chair, and 
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a era~efBiit - - is larm than an orange (see Potts & Peterson, 1985): The known relations used in 

the four new paragraphs were: a scnam is louder than a whisoer. a tieer is wilder than a kitten, a 

@e is taller than a zebra, and a rope is stron er than a 6 4 .  

After studying a paragraph, participants responded to 18 trudfalse statements about it. 

Half of the statements were ûue and half were false. There were four types of test statements: 

text rnernory, text inferencing, knowledge access, and knowledge integration. 

The text mmory statements tested memory for information explicitly presented in the 

paragraph. No prior knowledge was requiml. For example, a true text memory statement b r  the 

'pony" paragraph was TOC is larger than a PONY. Each tme text memory statement had a 

comspondhg false statement that was constructed by reversing the order of the tems in the tme 

statement, such as A PONY is lareer than a TOC. Each pmgraph had three tnie and three false 

text memory statements. 

The text inferencing statements required participants to make inferences about 

information pmented expücitly in the paragraph. No pnor knowledge was required. For 

example, the true text inferencing statement for the 'pony" paragaph was JAL is larger than a 

POW. This statement required chawmg the inference fbm infûtmation expiÎcitiy mmtioned irr 

the paragraph sentences, A JAL is lareer than a TOC, and A TOC is larner than a PONY. Each 

true text inferencing statement had a corresponding fdse text inferencing statement, such as 

PONY is Iareer than a JAL. Each paragraph had one true and one fdse text inferencing 

statement. 

'Potts and Petetson (1985) verincd that these hcts were part of a coUege student's world knowledge by tesMg an 
mdepeadmt gmp of udergraduates for th& howledge of them. 
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The knowtedge access statements tested access to pnor knowledge. No Uifonnation h m  

the paragraph was required. For example, the true knowledge access statement £tom the "pony" 

paragraph was A PONY is lareer than a BEAVER. This statement required participants to 

access their pnor knowledge that a ponv is Iarger than a beaver because this fact was not 

explicitly mentioned in the paragnph. Each true knowledge access statement had a 

corresponding faise knowledge access staternent, such A BEAVER is lareer than a PONY. Each 

paragraph had one true and one false knowledge access test statement. 

Findly, the knowledge integration statements tested integration of prior knowledge with 

text information. For example, a m e  knowledge integration statement nom the "pony" 

paragraph was A TOC is lareer than a BEAVER. This statement required participants to access 

their pnor knowledge that a ponv is lareer than a beavq and integrate this knowledge with the 

text information that A TOC is lareet than a PONY. Each ûue knowledge integration statement 

had a comsponding false knowledge integration statement, such as A BEAVER is Iareer than a 

TOC. Each paragraph had four tnie and four fdse knowledge integration statements. 

Procedure. As in Potts and Peterson (1985). participants were told that the prirnary 

interest ofthk study was to investigafe how peopte use what they atready know to hetp ttrem 

Iearn new information. They were ioformed that when they pressed the space bar on the 

computer keyboard, a to-be-teamed paragraph consisting of three sentences would be presented 

on the computer screen. They were told that some of the terms in the sentences wodd represent 

real items that should be famiiiar to them, and that other terrns, denoted by nonsense syllables, 

would represent imaginary items unfiil iar to them. Then, after they had leamed the paragraph, 

they were required to respond to a series of tme-fdse test statements about the paragraph. 



Participants were explicitiy instmcted to use theu worid knowledge in responding to the 

statements. In other words, they were told that sorne of the test statements should be considered 

true because the information in that statement was actually presented in the paragraph; other test 

statements should be considered tme because the information described in them could be 

deduced h m  their existing howledge about real t h g s  in the worId (see aiso Potts, 1977). 

The three sentences of  a paragraph were presented simultaneously on the screen 

However, as in Potts and Peterson (1985), they were not always presented in the standard order. 

Rather, the order of sentences was randomized for each paragraph and pmented in the same 

randomized order to al1 participants. Participants controlled the display tirne for the three- 

sentence paragraph. When they had learned the paragraph adequately, they pressed the space bar 

to remove the paragraph h m  the screen, and the nrst test statement appeared. After participants 

responded to a test statement by pressing one oftwo keys labeled "yes" or "no," the next test 

statement appeared. The 18 test staternents were presented in a different random order for each 

participant. The dependent measure was the number of correct items for each type ohtatement. 

Reading Comprehnuion Test 

Participants were aâministerecî a standardized test of  reaàing comprehensioa ability 

c d e d  the Nelson-Demy (Form E; Brown, Bennett, & Hanna, 198 1 ). The Nelson-Demy 

coasists of eight prose passages and 36 rnultiple-choice questions. Each multiple-choice 

question had five choices. Participants were given 20 minutes to read the passages and answer 

the questions. 

Vocabulary Knowledee Test 

Participants were administered the Miil Hill test of vocabulary knowledge. There were 
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20 multiple-choice items (e.g.. fecund means [al esculent. -1 profound. [cl sublime. fdl optative, 

[p;! prolific. r f !  sdic). Participants completed al1 20 items. 

Verbal Analoeies Test 

Participants were administered a test of verbal analogies taken from the inter-University 

Psychometric Entrance Exam (National uistitute for Testing and Evaiuation, 199 1). There were 

30 rnultiplethoice items (e.g., &le: lightbulb: [ 

buildino. Id1 batte?: elecûicitv]. Participants had 10 minutes to answer as many items as 

possible. 

Deductive Reasonine Test 

Participants were adrninistered the Poison Food deductive reasoning task (see Arenberg, 

1968; Hayslip & Stems, 1979). There were 10 pmblems. Each problem included 10 foods (e.g., 

beef. larnb. corn. peas. rice) and a number of dues (e.g., (m 

were eaten and everyone d i a .  d e  

died.). Participants w m  required to use the dues to deduce which food contained the poison 

(see Arenberg, 1968). Participants completed dl  10 problems. 

r c t  

Participants were administered 21 multip1echoice items based on the Graduate Record 

Examination anaiytic section (Educational Testhg Service, 1992). Participants read a probIem 

(e-g., -c 

-) and a nurnber of dues about that problem (e.g., F must sit in the chair immediatelv 

behind 0's chair. N must sit in chair 3 ...) and aclswered three multiple-choice questions about 

that problem. They had 15 minutes to m e r  as many items as possible. 



Pesults and Discussio~ 

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations on each component of the Potts and 

Peterson task, on the test ofreading comprehension, and on the other verbal abilities tests. Table 

2 shows the correlations among the four components of the Potts and Petenon task, and Table 3 

shows how the componmts correlated with the five abilities tests. To ailow for a direct 

cornparison with the original Pot& and Peterson (1985) task, the tables include the data based on 

the original four paragraphs as well as the data based on al1 eight paragraphs. The results of this 

experiment replicated Potts and Peterson's (1 985) pattem of comlations among the four 

components of the task. However, no component was a partîcularly good predictor of reading 

comprehension ability. The poor predictive power of the Potts and Peterson task could not be 

atîributed to the fact that the original version had only four paragraphs and 72 test statements; the 

pattem of results was almost identicai when the number of paragraphs were doubled to eight and 

the number of test statements increased to 144. 
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Table 1 

1 r Tasks Used in Ex~eriment 1 

Test -kt a2 R m ~ e  

and Peterson's T e  
. . * 

Text Memory 

Tex t lnferencing 

Knowledge [ntegratioo 

Knowledge Access 

Al1 Eieht Paraewphs 

Text Memory 

Text Inferencing 

Know ledge htegration 

Knowledge Access 

Tests of Readin~c and Verbal Abilitie 

Reading Compnhension (max = 36) 

Vocabulary Knowledge (max = 20) 

VerbaI Analogies (max = 30) 

Deductive Reasoning (ma = 10) 

General Analytic Reasoning (max = 21) 

'Means, standard deviations, and ranges for the components in the Potts and Peterson (1985) task 
are reporteci as percentages. 
bAccording to the Nelson-Demy nonns, this range represents the P to 100h percentiles for 
University studats (Brown et al., 1981). 
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As Table 2 shows, the pattern of correlations among the four components of the Potts and 

Petenon (1985) task was replicated. For the original set of four paragraphs, the two text-based 

cornponents, text memory and text inferencing, were highly correlated with one another (-80) and 

neither was comlated with knowledge access (. 12 for text memory and .O8 for text inferencing). 

In addition, knowledge integration, the cornpunent designed to measure the integration of prior 

knowledge with new text information, was si@ ficantly correlated with the two text-based 

components (.36 with text memory and -33 with text inferencing) as well as the knowledge 

access component (.67). And as Table 2 shows, a similar pattern ernerged when the data for al1 

eight passages were included in the correlationai analyses. Thus, this replication experiment 

confirmed Potts and Peterson's (1 985) findhg that the ability to remernber new text information 

and the tendency to access and use world knowledge are separate skills. 

Table 2 

outside the parentheses; correlations based on all eight paragraphs are presented inside the 
parentheses. 
* p  c.05, ** p <  .0l7 *** p c  .OOl. 

Text 

Memory 

Text 

Inferencing 

KnowIedge 

integration 

Note. Correlations based on Potts and Peterson's (1 985) original four paragraphs are presented - 

Text 

hfaencing 

.80*** 

(.86)*** 

- - -  

Knowledge Inteption 

36** 

(.43)*** 

.33* 

(SO)*** 

- - -  

Knowledge 

Access 

- -12 

(- 15) 

.O8 

(-1 1) 

.67*** 

(.66)*** 
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However, as Table 3 shows, the four components of the Potts and Peterson (1985) task 

were at best oniy moderately correlated with reading comprehension ability, with correlations 

ranging nom .16 to .38 for the original four paragraphs, and -23 to -32 for the complete set. A 

multiple regression analysis on the data for the original four paragraphs showed that the 

components accounted for 27% o f  the variance in reading comprehension (multiple R. = .52), 

E(3,56) = 6.60, &fSc = .77, g c .OOi; a similar regmsion anaiysis on the data for the complete 

set of eight paragraphs showed that the components accounted for only 17% of the variance 

(muitiple B = .42), E(2,56) = 5.70, MSe = 0.86, p c -006. 

Table 3 

ment 1 (n = 571 

Knowledge 

Integraiion 

Knowledge 

Access 

1 Reading 

1 Comprehension 
Note, Conelations 

Reading 1 1 Verbai 1 Deductire 

Comprehcnsion Vocabulary Analogies Reasoning 

-- 

Analyttc 

Reasoning 

1 

ased on Potts and Peterson's (2985) origina1 four paragraphs are presented outsid 
the parentheses; correlations based ou di eight paragraphs am presented h i d e  the parentheses. 
*p < .OS, **, p < -01, *** p c .001. 



The four components correlated somewhat better with the deductive reasoning and 

general analytic reasoning tasks, with correlations ranging Eom .3 1 to .44 for the original four 

paragraphs, and h m  -33 to -46 for the complete set Multiple regression analyses on the 

cornbuleci data for thc two reasonhg tasks showed that the components of the four-paragraph 

version accounted for 36% of the variance in reasoning, E(3,56) = 10.03, MSe = 1.88, p <.O0 1, 

and the components of the eight-paragraph version accounted for 38% of the variance in 

reasoning, f(3, 56) =lO.8 1, &Se = 1.82, Q c.001. It is not surpishg that the Potts and Peterson 

task was quite a good predictor of performance on the reasoning tasks given that it was 

specifically designed to engage the problem-solving skills for constructing a five-term linear 

ordenng and reasoning about the relations among the five t e m  (see Potts, 1977). But why was 

the task such a disappointing predictor of reading comprehension performance? After ail, on the 

basis of previous research findlligs, it seems highly plausible to assume that memory, 

inferencing, knowledge access, and knowledge integration are important components of reading 

comprehension. 

Upon retlection, it appears that the main problem with the Potts and Peterson (1 985) iask 

was that it is just not complex enough to capture tne h d s  ofmemory, inferencing, knowledge 

access, and howledge uitegration processes that are part and parcel of full-blown reading 

cornprehension. Indeed, almost 60% of the participants reponed perfocming the task by 

memorizing a simple mnemouic for the five-term linear ordering (e.g., JTPBC for ML> T O D  

PONY> BEAVER> C M )  and rehembg the mnemonic throughout the testing phase. Although 

%cc &O Singer et al, (1992), who round a Iow 29 correlation berneen Pom and Peterson's knowledge 
integration component and pcrfomiance on the Nelson-Demy test of rading compreheasian ability. 
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develophg and r e h e d g  a mnemonic may be a useful strategy for performing well on the Potts 

and Petenon (1985) task, it is unlikely that such a strategy plays a major role in reading 

comprehension. And so even though part of the onginal appeal of the Potts and Peterson task 

was its simplicity, 1 recognized that 1 might need to increase the complexity of the task to 

inmase its predictive power. îhis was accompiished by increasing the cornplexity of both the 

three-sentence paragraphs and the test statements. In Chapter 4, the modified version of the Potts 

and Petenon fourîomponent task is descnbed, and the extent to which the four components are 

able to predict individual differences in reading comprehension ability is examined. 



The nnt strategy for increasing the complexity of the Potts and Peterson (1985) task was 

to increase the complexity of the the-sentence paragraphs. The Potts and Peterson paragraphs 

could be represented as simple five-item iinear orderings because they included only one relation 

among the five terms (e.g., lareer th@. I increased the complexity of representing and reasoning 

about the paragraphs by hcludlng two to four relatioudfeahues. Consider the following 

parwaph: 

A MIRT resembles an OSTRICH but is larger and has a longer neck. 

A COET resembles a ROBW but is mialler and has a longer neck. 

A RLP resembles a COFT but is smailer, has a longer neck, and nests on land. 

-4s in the Pons and Petenon task, these new paragraphs contained three nonsense ternis (e.g., 

W T -  COET, and FTLP) and two real tenns ( e.g., OSTRICH, ROBM). However, unlike the 

Potts and Peterson task which only included one feature, the new paragraphs included two to four 

featurcs (e-g., Jar~er  than. longer ne& and nests on land). The additional features create a 

complex structure. Ln this example, the size feature produces the linear ordering MIRT > 

OSTRICH > ROBiN > COFT > FILP if individuals access their prior knowledge that an ostrich 

is I a e r  than a robin. The neck feature produces two orderîngs, MIRT > OSTRICH > ROBM, 

and FILP > COFT > ROBW if individuals access theu prior knowledge that an ostrich has a 

longer - neck than a mbin. The third feature, ne- on land, adds to the complexity of the 

qmentat ion and provides additional ways to test Ieaming. 

The second strategy for increasing the complexity of  the Potts and Peterson (1985) task 
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was to increase the number and types of test statements. B y having more than one semantic 

feature (e.g., 1a.er  than, peck lm&, and nests on lané), the nurnber of text mernory and text 

Merencing statements per paragraph could be increased. For example, there were text memoiy 

statements testing the b e r  than relation (e-g., A MIRï is lareer than an OSTRICH), the neck 

len-& relation (eg., A MIRT has a Ionaer neck than an OSTRiCFf), and the ne& on land relation 

(e.g., A FILP nests on land]. Similady, there were text Merencing statements testing aii three 

relations (e.g., A FILP is maller than a ROBM: A FILP has a longer neck than a ROBM; A 

COFT doesn't nest on land). A second type of knowledge access statement was also included. 

The low-icnowled~e acceq statements (e.g., An OSTEUCH is lareer than a ROBM) were like 

those used in the Potts and Peterson (1 985) task in that they used ternis (e.g., OSTRiCH, 

PORM and a semantic feature (e.g., Jar~er  thaq) explicitly mentioned in the paragraph. On the 

other hand, the new -se access statements (e.g., A ROBM lives in Canada whereas 

a PENGUTN ~ i c a i l v  doesn't) required more extensive use of prior knowledge because they 

used a term expiicitly mentioned in the paragraph (e-g., ROBiN), and a term (e.g., PENGUTN) 

and semantic feature (e.g., Jives in Canada) not expiicitly mentioned in the paragraph. Finally, 

two new m e s  of knowIedge integratïon statements were ùicluded. The Iow-knowledee 

inteeration statements (e.g., A MIRT has a longer neck than a ROBIN) were like the knowledge 

integration statements used by Potts and Petenon (1985) in that they tested knowledge 

integration with two tems (e.g., MIRT and ROBIN) and a semantic feature (e-g., longer neck] al1 

explicitly mentioned in the paragraph. The medium-knowledee intemation staternents (e.g., A 

MIRT is lareer than a BLUUAY) tested integration of information expiicitly mentioned in the 

paragraph (e.g., MIRT. lareer th@ with a tenn w t  explicitly mentioned in the paragraph (e-g., 
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BLWAY).  Finally, the hi&-knowled- intemation statements (e-g., Like PENGUMS. MIRTS 

can't flvj tested integration of a nonsense tenn mentioned in the paragraph (e.g., MIRT) with a 

semantic feature (e.g., çan't flv] and a terni (e.g., PENGUIN) not explicitly mentioned in the 

paragraph. So, in summary, the new task included more text memory statements, more text 

inferencing statements, two types of know ledge access statements (low, high), and three typa of 

h o w  ledge integration statements (low. medium, high). 

By increasing the complexity of the paragraphs with additional semantic features and by 

increasing the number and complexity of test statements, the new task should tap more complex 

memory, inferencing, knowledge access, and knowiedge integration processes than does the 

Potts and Peterson (1 985) task, and thus should be  more iikely to capture the kinds of processes 

involved in full-blown reading comprehension. This possibility was investigated in Experirnent 

2 by administering the new component processes task in conjunction with the same test of 

reading comprehension ability administered in Experiment I (Chapter 3). 

Although the major focus of Experiment 2 was to determine the extent to which the 

components of the new component processes task predicted performance on a standardized test 

ofreading comprehension abitity, the vocabuiary mct verbat reasorring tests use& in Experiment k 

were included. Ln addition, a nonverbal spatial rotation test was added to the test battery. The 

goal was to provide both convergent and discriminant validation for the component processes 

task by showing that the task predicted perfiomance on the verbal abilities tests but did not 

predict perfiomance on the spaiial abilities test. 



Method 

Partici~ants 

The participants were 69 University of Toronto students who had not participated in 

Experiment 1. Al1 participants were fluent speakers of English and were tested individuaily in 

two sessions. Participants were administered the new component processes task followed by the 

same five tests of verbal abilities used in Experiment 1 (reading comprehension, vocabulary 

knowledge, verbal analogies, deductive reasoning, and generai analytic reasoning) as well as a 

test of spatial rotation ability. Below only the new tasks are described. 

Corn~onent Processes Task 

Participants studied three-sentence parapphs such as the "bird" one, and then answered 

a set of bue-false statements about the paragraph. 

Matenals. The materials consisted of a set of seven short paragraphs. The fint paragraph 

was used as a practice paragraph. As in the Potts and Peterson (1985) task used ùi Experiment 1, 

the new paragraphs each consisted of three sentences. However, the sentences were not 

presented sirnultaneously on the compter screen, nor were they scrambled. Rather, each 

sentence appeared one at a time and in the same standard ocder. Each paragraph hctnded k e  

nonsense terms, two real terms, and either two, three, or four sernantic features. For example. in 

the following paragraph, 

A NORT resembles a JET but is faster and weighs more. 

A BERL resembles a CAR but is slower and weighs more. 

A SAMP resembles a BERL but is siower and weighs more. 

NORT3 BERL, and SAMP are the nonsense tenns, La and ç8E are the real texms, and speed 
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and wei&t are the huo semantic features. The number of kahues per paragmph increased every 

two paragraphs. Thus, the fint two experimental paragraphs had two features, the next two had 

three features, and the final two had four features. As was the case for the Potts and Peterson 

(1 985) paragraphs, participants had to use their existlng knowledge to construct the linear 

orderings. For example, in the 'tehicle" paragraph above, the fact that a iet is faster than a car 

and the fact that a iet weiehs more than a car are not explicitly mentioned, and so participants 

aeed to use thek existing knowledge of these facts to constnict the speed and weight h e a r  

orderings. To ensure that ail the pnor knowledge facts used in the stimuli were part of a 

university student's existing knowledge. an independent group of 67 University of Toronto 

undergraduates were tested on these facts. Al1 facts were known by 98 % of the undergraduates, 

which suggests that the pnor knowledge facts used in the paragraphs are indeed part of a 

university student's existing knowledge. See Appendix A for the complete set of experimental 

paragraphs- 

Mer studying a paragraph, participants responded to hue-fdse statements about it. HaIf 

of the statements were tnie and the other haif were falst. False statements were created by 

revershg the ttcrms in the ûue strttemerrts. T k r e  were four mai* of test stetements: text 

mernory, text inferencing, howledge access, and knowIedge integration. In ail, participants 

responded to 40 test statements for the practice passage and 276 test statements for the six 

experimental passages. See Appendix A for the complete set of test staternents. 

The text memory statements tested memory for information explicitiy presented in the 

paragraph; no prior howledge was requked (eg., A NORT is faster than a ET). The total 

nrmiber of text memory staternents for a paragraph depended on the nrmiber of semantic features 



in that paragraph. Paragraphs with two features had six hue and six false text memory 

statements; paragraphs with three features had seven m e  and seven false text memory 

statements; paragraphs with four features had eight true and eight fdse text memory statements. 

The text inferencing statements tested inferences about uiforrnation presented explicitly 

in the paragraph; no prior Laiowledge was required (e.g., A SAMP is slower than a CAR which 

can be inferred h m  the text facts A BERL is stower than a CAR and A SAMP is slower than a 

BERL). Paragraphs with two semantic features had two tnte and two false text inferencing 

statements; paragraphs with three semantic features had three true and three false text inferencing 

statements, and paragraphs with four semantic features haci four tnie and Four fdse text 

inferencing statements. 

The knowledge access statements tested access to prior knowledge; no information Eiom 

the paragraph was requircd. There were bvo types of knowledge access statements: Iow and 

high. Law-knowledge access statements (e.g., A E T  is faster than a CAR) tested access to a 

fact not presented in the paragraph but included two real tems (JET and CAR) and a feature 

(faster than) that appeared in the paragraph. Paragraphs with two semantic features had two true 

and wo fdse Iow-howledge access statements; paragraphs with three Eatures had three true 

and three fdse low-knowledge access statements, and paragraphs with four semantic features had 

four tme and four false Iow-lmowledge access staternents. Hi&-knowledge access statements 

(e.g., A ET has a pilot. whereas a MOTORCYCLE doesn't) tested access to a fact not presented 

in the paragraph and included a r d  term (JET) that was presented in the paragraph, as well as a 

r d  term (MOTORCYCLE) and semantic feaîure @as a oilot) not presented in the paragraph. 

By induding a t em and a feature uot explicitiy mentioned in the paragraph, the high-knowledge 
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access statements requued more sophisticated access to and reasoning about the relations arnong 

sources of pior knowledge. For each paragraph, there were two hue and two false high- 

kmwledge access statements. 

Finally, the knowledge integration staternents tested integration of prior knowledge with 

text information. There were three types of knowledge integration statements that increased in 

level of difficulty: low, medium, and hi& Low-knowledge integration statements (e.g., A 

N O R m r e  than a CAB) required participants to access their prior knowledge that a iet 

weiehs mon than a car and integrate this fact with the text information that A NORT weiehs 

-. These were like the Potts and Peterson ( 1985) knowledge integration statement 

in that each statement included a nonsense term (NORT), a real term (CAFQ, and a feature 

(weiehs more) that al1 appeared in the paragraph. However, by having two linear ordering tenns 

(e.g., f-. weiehs more), 1 was able to increase the number of low-integration statements 

by testing the htegration of prior knowledge for both linear o r d e ~ g s  (see Appmdix A for 

examples). The medium-knowledge integration statements (e-g., A NORT is faster than a 

MOTORCYCLE) also required participants to access prior knowledge and integrate it with text 

information; however, the nonsense term (NOKT) and the kafure (faster) appeared in the 

parapp h, whereas the mai term (MOTORCYCLE) did not. The hi&-know ledge integration 

statements (e.g., i r )  Like inthe required participants to access 

prior knowledge and integrate it with text information, and each included a nonsense terni 

(NOR) that appeared in the paragraph, but neither the reai term (R-) nor the semantic 

feature (travels in the air) appeared in the paragraph. Each paragraph had two tnie and two Fdse 

low-howledge integration statements, three tme and three fdse medium-intemtion statements, 



and hree true and three false hi&-integration statements.' 

-. As in Experiment 1, participants were explicitly instructed to use their world 

knowfedge in performing the task (See Appendix B for the full instructions). The instructions 

and procedure were identical to those For the Potts and Peterson (1 985) task used in Experiment 

1, except that the three sentences of a paragraph were presented one at a time in the standard 

order.' Participants controlled the display time for a sentence by pressing the '+' key when they 

were ready for the next sentence. ABer a participant had learned a11 three sentences of a 

paragraph, the test statements for that paragraph were presented one at a time in a random order. 

Participants had a maximum of 12 seconds to read and respond to a test statement. If the 

participant failed to respond within the 1 2-second deadline, the test statement was removed and 

replaced by the next test statement. Ml response failures were classified as emn.' Accuracy 

(Le., nurnber correct) was the primary dependent masure; however, speed of responding (Le., 

average reaction time for correct responses) was also analyzed. A pause screen appeared at the 

end of the test statements for each paragraph to give participants a break before proceeding to the 

next paragrap h. 

'Each true high-knowfcdge inttgration statcmeat (e-g., 1 .ike R o m .  NORTS trave 1 m the air) ltad a 
comsponding false high-knowledge inteption starnent (e.g., 9 v 

for which botb the new tcrrn f e.g., JtOCKETQ and the fattare (e.g ., ~ v e l s  ùi 9ir) were changed 

6Potts, Keiier, and Rooley (1981) found no c i i f f i c e s  betwcen a scrambled prcsentation order of thc sentences in 
the paragraph and an unscrambIed prrscntation order. Because 1 was interested in making my task more compIex, 1 
pmented the sentences in a standard order but removeci a sentence h m  the screen aFter a participant presscd the 
'+' key for the next paragraph sentence- 

'Response failures as a d t  oftime-outs accotmted for appmximately 1% of the triais m this and subsequent 
expriments. 



S~at id  Rotation Ability 
. . Tm 

This test was an adaptation of Shepard and Metzier's (1 97 1) spatial rotation test. There 

were 20 items. Each item consisted of a drawing that depicted a complex three-ciimensional 

object made up of midl blocks, followed by four more drawings of multiblock objects, two of 

which depicted the same target object but drawn at a different angle of orientation. The task was 

to id&@ the two drawings that depicted the target object Participants were given five minutes 

to complete as many items as possible. 

Results and Discussion 

Table 4 presents the means and standard deviations on each component of the new 

component processes task and on the six abilities tests. Table 5 shows the conelations arnong 

the components of the task for the accuracy data, and Table 6 shows how the components 

correlate with the six abiüties tests. As predicted, al1 the components of the new component 

processes task were more highly correlated with global reading comprehension ability than were 

the components of the Potts and Peterson task used in Expenment 1. 



Test 

Table 4 

Means and Standard Deviations for Tasks I Jsed in Ex~eriment 2 (n = 691 

- - - 

P 
Text Memory 74.69 ( 1 1 -86) 42.85 - 98.8 1 4008(803) 2380 - 5582 

Text uiferencing 67.03 (13.62) 33.33 - 94.44 4003(947) 23 14 - 6323 

Low-Knowledge htegration 84.78 (12.08) 54.17 - 1 O0 3557(8 15) 1855 - 5350 

Medium-Knowledge IntePtion 80.64 (1 2.88) 50.00 - 100 3761(838) 1848-5751 

High-Knowledge integration 7 1.9 1 ( 14.55) 4 1 -67 - 97.22 4382(926) 2458 - 6370 

Low-Knowledge Access 91,87( 6-13) 69.44- 100 3296(620) 2241 - 4558 

High-Knowledge Access 86.90 ( 9.35) 54.17 - LOO 4424(857) 2733 - 6389 

xests of Readh and Verbal Abd tties 
a . .  

Reading Comprehension (max = 36) 24.32 (5.63) 11 - 33b 

Vocabulary Knowiedge (max = 20) 13.77 (2.0 1) 8 -  17 

Verbal Analogies (max = 30) 12-51 (5.1 1) 3 - 26 

Deductive Reasonuig (max = 10) 7.29 (3.27) O -  10 

GeneraL Analytic Reasoning (ma = 21) 5-87 (ZgS) L - 13 

Test of Non 
. . .  

verbal Abtlttlg 

Spatial Rotation (max = 40) 15.02 (6.59) 5 - 39 

- 

'Means, standard deviations, and ranges for the components are reported as percentages- 
bAccording to the Nelson-Demy n o m ,  this range represnits the Zd to 93d percentila (Brown et al., 
198 1) for University students. 
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The components of the new task showed a similar pattern of intercorrelatious as seen in 

the Potts and Peterson (1985) task used in Experiment 1. As Table 5 shows, the two text-based 

components, text memory and text Uiferencing, were highiy conelated with one another (.83), 

and both were at best weakly correlated with the knowledge access components (comlations 

ranging nom .I8 to .30). On the other han& al1 three knowledge-integration components were 

significantly correlated with the hvo text-based cornponents (comlations ranging b m  .54 to 

.70) and they were also correlated with the knowledge access components, although the 

correlations were higher for the low-knowiedge access component (correlations ranging fiom .34 

to .49) than for the high-knowledge access component (comlations ranging From 22  to .3 1). 

Taken together, these fïndings suggest that the two text-based components are tapping different 

skills than are the knowledge access cornponents, but that the knowledge integration components 

are tapping both prior knowledge and text kno~ledge.~ Finally, as expected, the three knowledge 

Uitegration components were stmngly comlated with one another (correlations ranging h m  .53 

to .72), although the correlation between the two measures of knowledge access was weaker than 

expected (.32; but see Experiment 3, Chapter 5). 

Wote that in the Potts and Peterson (1985) ta&, knowledge mtegration was more highly correlaad with knowiedge 
acces than with the tcxt-based components, tcxt memory and text inferencmg. In the new task, kuowledge 
inagration was more highiy comlaîed with the mt-based components in this and absequent experiments. 



Table 5 

Correlations Amone the Cornuonents of the Component Processes Task in Exneriment 2 (n = 691 

b 
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Know ledge 
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Know ledge 

Integration 

Low- 

Knowledge 

Access 

Text 

Merencing 

. .  . .  

Low- 

Know ledge 

Integration 

Medi== 

Knowledge 

1 htegration 1 
High- 

Know ledge 

1 Knowledge 
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Reliability estimates were calculateci for each component using Cronbach's alpha formula 

as a measure of intenial consistency. This involveci calctdating two scores for each participant 

on each component, one that was based on the items for one set of two-, three-, and Four-feature 

paragraphs, and a second that was based on the items for the other set of two-, three-, and four- 

feature paragraphs, and then computing the correlations between these aggregated scores. The 

reliability coefficients for al1 the components were high, ranging h m  .86 ta 3 8 .  

The correlations among the components based on speed of responding were dso 

computed. The pattern differed fiorn the pattern for the accuracy rneasures in the sense that the 

speed of respondulg comelations among the cornponents were ail high, ranging fiom -55 to 36. 

These across-the-board high correlations, together with the fact that none of the speed measures 

was significantIy correlated with its correspondhg accuracy measure (mean correlation was .16, 

mean p = .26) suggest that the speed measures were likely tapping some cornmon factor to do 

with speed of reading and responding to a test statement and were not sensitive to the particulas 

component processes that an individuai test statement was designed to measure? Consequently, 

only one speed measure was included in the correlational and regression analyses to follow. For 

the purposes of this thesis, 1 caIl ~s component, qeedom CronbachTs dpha refiabiIity estimate 

for the speed component was 3 5 .  

Table 6 shows that al1 the cornponents of the new component processes task were 

'This iack of correlation also suggests that thme are no spced-accuracy nadcsffs. Sec Jackson & McCleUand, 
1979, pp. I 79 for an exampic of a specd-acntracy tradesff. 

'9 chose the sped measurc that correlateci highest with reading compmhensioa ability. This was the speed of 
ftsponding to high-knowledge access statements. This is &O the spced meanm reported and d y z e d  b 
Expemmnts 3 (Chapter 5) and 4 (Chapw 6)- 
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significantly correlated with performance on the Nelson-Demy test of reading comprehension 

ability, with correlations mging h m  3 6  to .62.11 These results conhast quite strikingly with 

the results for the simpls Potts and Petenon task used in Experiment 1; for that task, the highest 

correlation between a component and reading comprehension ability was .38. Notice aiso that 

the new task did a reasonably good job of predicting performance on some of the verbal 

reasoning tasks. However, with the exception of what has been Uiterpreted to be a general speed 

factor, none of the components of the new task correlated with performance on the test of spatial 

rotation ability. ï h ï s  finding is consistent with previous research that argues for a dissociation 

between verbal and spatial abilities (e.g., Daneman & Tardif, 1987; Kyllonen, 1993; Shah & 

Miyake, 1996) and provides sorne discriminant validity for the new meastue. 

'Analyses reveded k t  there was no evidence ofnonüliear relationshÏps between readnig cornprehensioa abiiity 
d any of the corcrponent p~ocesses that wcre used as predictors of rcading comprehension ability. This was aiso 

the case in Experiments 3 (Chaptcr 5 )  and 4 (Chapter 6)- 
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Fmn the individual correlations in Table 6, it is evident that the high-knowledge 

integration component was the best smgle pndictor of reading comprehension abiiity, accounting 

for 38.4% of the variance in performance on the Nelson-Demy test of reading comprehemion 

ability. 1 would argue that the high-knowledge integration component is a better predictor of 

reading ability than an the simple text-based cornponents or the simple knowledge accas 

components because it is a cornplex component that draws not oniy on text-based processes and 

knowledge accas processes, but also on the processes involved in integrating the text 

information with prior knowledge. 1 would argue that hi&-knowledge integration is also a better 

overail predictor of reading abiüty than are the two other knowledge integration components 

(low- and medium-knowledge integration), because it likely taps more sophisticated knowledge 

access and integration processes by making individuals draw on knowledge about a concept and 

a feature not explicitly mentioned in the studied paragnphs. Presumably, these richer knowledge 

access and integration processes would be part and parcel of the kinds of thematic and predictive 

knowledge-based Uiferences that skilled readers make to embeliish their text representations 

(Hannon & Daneman, 1998; Long et al., 1994). 

Ofcourse, aho of interest was the amount of  variance in readmg comprehension 

performance that could be accounted for by the task as a whole. Consequently, a senes of 

multiple ngression analyses were conducted to address this question. Following Dixon et al. 

(1988), my strategy was to test for the unique contribution of a component process by enterhg it 

into the regession equation 1st. If that component process f i k d  to make a unique contribution, 



it was dropped h m  the cegression tquation.'* Regression analyses with the remaining 

components showed that the component processes task could account for 60% of the variance in 

performance on the Nelson-Demy test of reading comprehension (multiple B = ,774). This 60% 

is much higher than the 27% accounted for by the Potts and Peterson (1985) task used in 

Experiment 1, = 2.49, Q = .O064 The result is particularly impressive when the reliability of 

the Nelson Demy test is taken into consideration; indeed, Fonn F of the Nelson-Demy accounts 

for only 59% of the variance in Form E, the form used in this study (Brown et al., 198 1). Thus, 

it appears that the component processes task may be as good at predicting reading 

comprehension ability as is another test of reading comprehension ability. Moreover, there is the 

added theoretical bonus that the task provides some insight into the nature of the component 

processes tapped by an atheoretical global reading comprehension test such as the Nelson-Denny. 

Findly, there is the added psychometric bonus that the task provides a practical tool for 

measuring individual differences in these theoreticaily important component pmcesses. 

Table 7(a) shows the mults of one of  the regession analyses. The procedure adopted for 

this regression mode1 was as follows: Mer establishing which components made unique 

contributions to nadhg  comprehension when added into the regression equation iast, these 

components were then classiiïed as either elementary (low-knowledge access, high-knowledge 

access, text memory, text inferencing, speed) or complex (low-, medium-, and hi&-knowledge 

integration). Elementary components were entered into the equation before complex components 

'Qecause &ere was such a high correlation between text rnemory and text mfcrencing, both of these components 
failed to make a unique conîributÏon to the cquation when cntered iast To hande this probIem, the kxt-based 

component that contnbuad thc most variance was used whm it was the second iast compouent enterai inu, the 
mode[. 



on the assumption that more compIex component processes (e.g., knowledge integration) are 

dependent on the presence of more elementary component procases (e.g., text memory, low- 

knowledge access). I am not wedded to the particular model of reading comprehension presented 

in Table 7(a), but offer it merely as an illustration of the pattern and proportion of variance that 

can be accounted for by the components of the new task. As Table 7(a) shows, the elementary 

text-based, knowledge access, and speed components accounted for 49% ofthe variance in 

reading comprehension performance. However, the complex knowledge integration cornponent 

which draws on text based pmcesses, knowledge access pmcesses, and the integration of the No, 

still accounted for a significant proportion of unique variance (1 1%) over and above the 

elementary components of which it is composed. 

Regardless of the order in which the predictors were entered into a regression model. the 

total variance accounted for by the regression model remained 60%. Moreover, aAer a predictor 

was added into a model, that predictor's variance did not change when subsequent predictors 

were added. Regression analyses were also conducted in which the low- and hi&-knowledge 

access components were cornbined into a single knowledge access predictor rather than aliowing 

them to enter into the analysis as two separate p d c t o n ,  and the low-, medium-, and hi@- 

knowledge integration components were combined into a single knowledge integration predictor 

rather than allowing them to enter into the analysis as three separate predictors. The regression 

equations using aggregated knowledge access and laiowledge integration scores were similar to 

those using separate predictors, but accounted for t % to 2% Less total variance. 



Table 7 

R e m i o n  Analyses on Readine Comprehension Test Scores Usine the Com~onents 

gf the Com~onent Processes Task as Predictors (n = 69) 

Variable E g a R 2  - F 

(a) Reading comprehension 

1. Speed -46 .21 -21 17.8 1 
2. Text inferencing .64 -41 -20 22.82 
3. Low-knowledge access .68 -47 .O6 18.84 
4. High-knowledge access .70 .49 .O2 15-01 
5. High-knowledge integration .77 .60 -1 1 18.03 

@) Vocabuiary as tint predictor of reading comprehension 

1. Vocabdary .47 .22 -22 18.85 
2. Speed -59 -35 -13 t 2.68 
3. Text inferencing .69 -48 -13 16.68 
4. Low-knowledge access .72 .52 -04 5.48 
5. High-knowledge access .73 -53 .O1 1.73 
6. Hi@-knowledge integration .79 .63 -10 1 6.40 

(c) Vocabulary as predictor of reading comprehension after variance accounted for 

by the component pmcesses has been partided out 

1. Speed -46 .21 -21 17.8 1 

2. Text inferenchg .64 -41 -20 22.82 
3. LOW-knowledge access -68 -47 .O6 18.03 

4. Hi&-knowledge access -70 -49 -02 15.01 
5. Hi&-knowledge integration -77 -60 - 1  1 18.8 t 
6. Vocabulary .79 -63 -03 5 -34 

Note. A R2 = change in R2. 
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Vocabulary knowledge has b m  considered a good, if not the best, predictor of reading 

cornprehension ability (see Daneman, 1988,199 1; Dixon et al., 1988; Just & Carpenter, 1987; 

Stemberg & Powell, 1983; Thorndike, 1973). Thus, I was interested in evaluating the extent to 

which the new component processes task and the commonly used Mill Hill test of vocabulary 

howledge were making independent or overiapping contniutions toward predic ting reading 

comprehension performance. To do this, two regression analyses were conducted, one in which 

vocabulary knowledge was entered as the fint predictor and a second in which it was entered 

d e r  speed, text Uiferencing, low-knowledge access, hi&-knowledge access, and high- 

knowledge integration were partialleci out. As Table 7@) shows, when entered first, vocabulary 

accounted for 22% of the variance in reading comprehension performance, a finding that is 

consistent with previous research (e.g., Dixon et al., 1988); however, note also that the 

component processes still accounted for a substantial41% of the variance in reading 

comprehension d e r  the effects of vocabulary knowledge were partiailed out statistically. On the 

other hanci, as  Table 7(c) shows, when vocabulary was entered into the regression equation after 

the effects of the component processes had been statistically removed, vocabulary accounted for 

only 3% ofunique variance. I lus ,  it appears that the new component processes task is capniring 

most of the variance in reading cornprehension that is tapped by a typical test of vocabulary 

knowledge. 

In s m a r y ,  the resuits of Experiment 2 are promishg with respect to the predictive 

validity of the new component processes task because they show that it accounts for a 

considaable proportion of the variance in performance on a standardized test ofgiobal reading 

comprehension ability. The experiments reportecl in Chapters 5 and 6 provide evidence for the 



reliability of these findings by replicating the basic pattern of intercorrelations among the 

components as well as the correlations between the components and the Nelson-Demy test of 

reading cornprehension ability. 



Experiment 3 had two gods. The first goal was to replicate the Experiment 2 findings 

with respect to the basic pattern of intercomlations among the components of the new task and 

the ability of the components to predict performance on a global test of reading comprehension 

ability. The second goal was to investigate how the components of the new task predicted 

performance on a range of specific tests of reading cornprehension that were designed to Ioad on 

one or more of the specific components, namely, text memory, text inferencing, knowledge 

access, and knowledge integration. 

Exarnining how the new task correlated with specific tests of reading comprehension 

served two functions. Fint, it was important to show that the predictive power of the new task is 

not limited ta one test of reading ability, in this case, the Xeison-Demy. The biehm-Denny was 

xlected as a criterion task because it is a widely-used and standardized test of reading 

comprehension abiIity. However, it would be a mistake to equate a complex construct such as 

reading comprehension ability with performance on any single measure of reading 

comprehension. By including a variety of reading comprehension tasks that differed in the 

nature and length of the texts-to-be-rad, as wel) as in the way in which comprehension was 

assesseci, I could show that the predictive power of the task is not Iimited to a multiple-choice 

reading comprehension test such as the Nelson-Demy. But even more important, I wanted to 

provide additionai constnict vaiidity for each component of the new task. in other words, 1 

wanted to obtain more evidence that the text memory component is indeed m e h n g  text 

memory, that the text inferencing component is indeed measimng text inferencing, and so on. SO 
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far, 1 have relicd on the face validity of the ta& and on the pattern of intercorrelations arnong the 

components to make this argument. in other words, 1 have retied on the following hdings: text 

memory statements, which appear to depend only on text-based processes, are correlated best 

with the text inferencing statements, the other type of test statement that appean to depend only 

on text-based processing; both text memory and text infierencing statements show intermediate 

correlations with knowledge integration statements, the test statements that appear to depend on 

text-based processes as well as knowledge access; both text memory and text inferencing 

statements are correlated rnost weakly with knowledge access statements, the test statements that 

appear to involve only knowledge access. The rationale for including speci fic tests of reading 

comprehemion that load on one or more of the specific components of reading was that I could 

provide extemal validation for the components of the new task if I found that the text-rnernory 

component was the best predictor of performance on a specific reading task that taxes rnemory 

for text details, that the text Uifereacing cornponent was the best predictor of performance on an 

inference-loaded reading task, and so on. 

Of course, 1 recognized h m  the outset that this would be a very tricky enterprise because 

as soon as the readlng task is made sufEciently cornplex, dl the important compon- of rcading 

tapped by the task-memory, inferencing, knowledge access, and knowledge integration-will 

Iikely be engaged. So to avoid this potential outcorne, my strategy was to choose some very 

simple reading tasks that involveci short texts and specific modes of testing that were each likely 

to draw more heavily on one paaicular cornponent However, I aiso included two more complex 

reading tasks that were EeIy to engage numemus component processes. Although I made 

predictions about which component(s) would best predict performance on these more compIex 



reading tasks, my main interests here were in the relative contributions of the individual 

components and the extent to which these patterns difEered f?om the pattern found for the 

standardized test of global reading comprehension. 

Metiiod 

Partici~ants 

There were 81 participants: 22 had taken part in Experiment 2 and 59 were new 

participants who had not taken part in the pnvious experiments. Al1 participants were fluent 

speakers of English and were tested individually. The 59 new participants were administered the 

identicai component processes task and Nelson-Demy test of reading comprehension that the 

other 22 had been administered in Experiment 2. Then al1 8 1 participants were administered five 

specific tests of reading comprehension. The t h e  simple reading tasks were la) a short-stories 

task (Oakhill. 1982) that loaded on text memory and text inferencing; (b) a verification task 

(Smith, Shoben, & Rips, 1974) that loaded on knowledge access; and (c) a bndging-inference 

task (Keenan & Kintsch, 1974) that loaded on knowledge integration. ï h e  two more complex 

speci fic reading tasks tapped (a) the ability to infer the meanings o r  new words nom context 

(Daneman & Green, l986), and (6) memory for text detds. Below, the five specific tests are 

described. 

Short-Stories Ta& 

This was a variation of a task used by OakhilI (1982) in which participants read eight 

three-sentence stocks (e.g., The plane flew over the house. The house was in Crawley. 

plane landed Ï n  a fkid.) and then &ter a five-minute distractor task, responded to tnte/false 

statements of two types: one type tested memory for explicit text details (e-g., The plane fiew 
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over the house.), and another type tested simple inferences (e.g., The i la ne Bew over Crawlev.). 

1 predicted that the text memory component of the component processes task should be the best 

predictor of performance on Oakhill's (1982) mernory statements because these statements tested 

information merhoneci explicitly in the stories; no ùiferencing or access to prior knowledge was 

required. In contrast, 1 pradicted that the text infierencing component would be the best predictor 

of perfomance on Oakhill's (1982) inference statements because these statements required the 

reader to go beyond the explicit text and make an Merence based largely on ùiformation 

mentioued explicitly in the passage. 

The eight stories and accompanying test statements were taken From Oakhill (1 982). 

Participants were instructed ta read each story carefully because their rnemory for the stories 

would be tested later. The stories were presented one sentence at a t h e  in the middle of a 

computer screen. Once a participant pressed the '+' key for the next sentence, the previous 

sentence was removed h m  the screen. If the participant did not press the '+' key for the next 

sentence within 10 seconds, the current sentence was removed and the next sentence appeared. 

Participants read al1 eight short stories and then performed a five-minute distractor task, namely a 

word-stem completion task. 

During the test phase, participants answered true-false statements and were instnicted to 

press the 'yes' key if the statement was either identical to one of the sentences in a story or was 

implied by a story, and to press the 'no' key of it was not identicai or implied. There WC= four 

test statements for each story. Two were true memory statements (e.g., The olane flew over the 

house.), one was a tme inference statement (e-g., The plane flew over CrawlevJ, and one was a 

fiilse mfmnce staternent (e.g., The house was in a field.). Each statement was presented 
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individually in the center of the computer screen. Al1 statements pertaining to the first story were 

presented first in a randomized order, then al1 statements pertaining to the second story were 

presented in a randomized order, and so on. AU responses were recorded by the computer. 

Verification Task 

This was an adaptation of a task used by Smith et al. (1 974; see also Shoben, 1992) in 

which participants read and verified simple statements such as An apple is a hit.. A cantaioupe 

is a fhit.. An aaole is a ve~etable. I predicted that the reai-knowledge component of the 

component pmcesses task would be the best predictor of performance on this task because the 

verification task required access to prior knowledge about semantic category membenhip and 

made liale if any demands on the text-based and integration processes of reading. 

AI1 criticai statements involved the h i t  category (e.g.. &I ap~le is a mit.). Fruit 

exemplars were either highly typical (e.g., w, moderately typical (e.g., cantaloupe), or 

atypical (e.g., cranbem). On the basis of Rosch's (1975) typicality ratings, highly typical 

exemplars had ratings fkom 1 .O0 to 1.75; moderately typical exemplars had ratings h m  1.76 to 

2.99; and atypical concepts had ratings greater than 2.99. For every tnie statement there was a 

corresponding fdse statement in which the category Iabet h i t  was substituted with ve~etabte 

ole is a veeetable.). In total, there were 2 1 true statements and 2 1 fdse statements- 

14 for each of the three typicality levels. 

The f i k r  statements were about the vegetable category (e.g., A pea is a vegetable.). Al1 

vegetable exemplars wax  classified as highly typical (e-g., a, moderately typical (e.g., -md., 

or atypicai (e.g*, ~ushroom). The mges for highiy typical, moderately typical, and atypicd 

ratings were identical to those used for the critical statements. For every true statement there was 
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a corresponding false statement in which the category label veeetable was substituted with f i t  

(e.g., A -a is a hit.). In total, there were 21 true and 21 fdse fiIier statements-14 for each of 

the three typicaiity levels. 

Each statement was presented individually in a random order in the center of a computer 

screen. Participants were asked to respond as quickly as possible but not so quickly as to make 

errors. They pressed the ' yes' key if they believed the statement was true, and the 'no' key if 

they believed the statement was false. Participants responses and reaction times were recorded 

by the computer. 

BridHne Inference Ta& 

This was an adaptation of Keenan and Kintsch's (1 974) task in which participants read 

short passages that did or did not require a bridging inference. For example, the impücit passage, 

A buming cigarette was carelesslv discarded. The tire destroved manv acres of virgin fomt., 

requires a bridging inference that 'the cigarette started the fire' to make it coherent. in other 

words, it requires readers to access their pnor knowledge that cigarettes can cause fires and to 

integrate this knowledge with text information to make sense of the text. In contras& the explicit 

passage, A cardessiv discarded cicarette starteci a fire- The f ike  destroved manv acres of virein 

fore~t.~ does not require readen to access their prior knowledge and make the bndging uiference 

because the text explicitly states that the cigarette was the cause of the fire. Fifteen minutes aAer 

reading a series of implicit and expiicit passages, participants responded to whether test 

staternents nich as  A cigarette started the fire were true based on information either implied or 

stated in one of the passages they had read. Keenan and Kintsch (1974) found no ciifference in 

reaction tirne to ver@ miplkit versus explicit statements. On the basis of this hding, they 



argueci that readers make bridging inferences when reading implicit passages and that the 

representation they store for implicit passages is equivalent to that stored for explicit passages. 

Of course, Keenan and Kintsch analyzed group data ody. It is quite possible that readers might 

differ in their ability or tendency to make bridging inferences. Given this possibility, I predicted 

that the lmowledge integration cornponents wouid be the best predictoa of these inferences 

because these inferences involveci accessing pnor knowledge and integrating this knowledge 

with text information (see a h  Singer et al., 1992). Specificaily, I predicted that readers who 

were skilled on the knowledge integration components would be more accurate at verimng 

implicit statements than would readers who were less skilled on the knowledge integration 

components. Moreover, skilled integraton should also show smaller reaction time differences 

for implicit minus explicit statements, suggesting that they had indeed made the knowledge- 

based iaferences. 

The passages and test statements were taken fiom or modelled after those used by Keenan 

and Kuitsch (1974). There were three types of passages: implicit, explicit, and filler. The 26 

implicit passages required a brîdgllig ulference (e.g., 'The cigarette started the Eire') to make 

them coherent, whereas the 26 expikit counterparts provicted the information explicitfy. The 26 

filler passages were similar to the explicit passages in that they were two sentences in length and 

did not require a bridging infmnce to rnake them coherent îhe average 1engt.h.s of the implicit, 

explicit, and Nler texts were 15.74 15.77, and 17 words, respectively. There were 26 true test 

statements that corresponded to the implicit and explicit passages (cg.,  A cigarette started the 

and 26 fdse statements that corresponded to the 6iIer passages. Because each participant 

saw only the implicit or explicit version of a passage, 13 of the true test statements corresponded 



to implicit passages and 13 correspondcd to explicit passages. 

Participants were told that thcy wouid be readuig a series of passages, each two sentences 

in Iength. They were told that the two sentences should be integrated as if they were a story (see 

Keenan & Kintsch, 1974). Each passage was presented one at a thne on a computer smen. 

Participants controlled the presentation duration by pressing the '+' key for the next passage. 

M e r  rrading A52 passages, th= was a 15-minute distractor task, and then participants 

responded to the 52 test statements. Test staternents were presented individually in a random 

order in the center of the computer scretn. Participants pressed the 'yes' key if the statement was 

rnie based on information that was either stated or implied in one of the passages they had read 

and the 'no' key if the statement was neither stated nor implied. Participants' responses and 

ceaction times were recorded by the computer. 

Infemne-New-Word-Meaninas-From-Context - Task 

This was Daneman and Green's (1986) task in which readers had to infer the meaning of 

an unfamiliar word such as ~ualtagh h m  cues in the verbal context. The text did not provide 

dKect synonyrns for the word, but it dîd provide indirect cues. By piecing these clues together, 

readers cou16 infer that auaitafi means 'the nnf person seen after teaving the home.' 1 preciiaed 

that this task would load heavily on the text inferencing component because of the requirement to 

piece together clues provided in the text 1 predicted that the task would load heavily on the text 

memory component because of the sheer number of ches  that readers would have to store 

(backtracking to previously read sentences was precluded in the paradigm). However, 1 

recognked that the passages were SUfficiendy iong and complex that the task would likely also 

draw on howledge access and howledge integration as weU. 



The stimulus materials consistecl of 10 of the passages used by Daneman and Green 

(1986). Mean passage length was 224 words. Participants were told to read each passage 

carefÙiIy, using the cues in the context to determine the meaning of the target word. Each 

passage was presenteâ one sentence at a tirne in the center of the cornputer screen. When the 

participant pressed the '+' key for the next sentence, the previous sentence was removed h m  the 

screea Following presentation of the passage, participants wrote d o m  as precise a definition for 

the target word as they could. They were warned that there was no single word synonym for any 

of the target words. 

The quality of each definition was evaluated independently by two trained judges who 

assigned a score from O to 3. The interjudge reliabiii ty was .95; thus, an average of the two 

judges' ratings was used as a score. The O to 3 scoring system was designed to reflect the 

preciseness of meaning extracted and the degree of inference manifested beyond simple 

restatement of the contents of the cues themselves. To obtain a score of 2 or more, the definition 

had to exhibit acceptable levels of preciseness and inference.I3 

Memorv- for-Detai 1s Ta& 

ùi E s  task, participants read two r500-word biographies and two 1000-word historiail 

texts that were loaded with factual details. Immediately d e r  reading each text, participants 

answered a series of multiple-choice questions designed to test memory for explicitiy mentioned 

"For example, for the word a score of O was assigned if the definition was completely off track (e.g., 

"one's personality or beiiavior"); a score of 1 was assigned if the definition was either tao general or mffected a 
simple pa raphe  of a contextual cue (cg., "an encounnr with a certain p o n  wïiI make or break your day"); a 
score of2 was assigncd if most but not ail of the key elemcna of the definition were included (e-g., "tlre h t  person 
scen at the bepmning of the &y"); and a score of3 was assigned if ail the key eIements of the defniition were 
includcd (e-g., W6t 6rst person you encouter after Ieaving your place of residence"). Note that Daneman and 
Grem ( 1986) used a O to 4 scoring systcm 
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details. Although I predicted that the text memory component of the component processes task 

should be the best predictor of performance on these memory-loaded texts, 1 recognized that the 

texts were sufnciently lengthy and compiex that they were Iikely to engage other components 

tapped by the task as well. 

The biographical texts were about Julie Andrews and Carrie Fisher, and the historical 

texts were about the history of baroque art and the history of astronorny. They were typed, 

condensed versions of articles taken korn The Current Biomaphv Yearbook (Graham, 1994; 

Moritz, 199 1) and m a  (Crysiai, 1994). Each text was followed by 20 

multipb-choice questions that tested memory for details mentioned explicitly in the text. 

Participants were instructed to read each text carefùlly because they would be tested for 

details afterwards. They were given a maximum of 1 0 minuta to read each text. ARer reading 

the text, the 20 rnultiple-choice questions were presented one at a time on the cornputer scmn. 

Presentation of questions was self-paced, but participants could not refer back to a previously 

answered question to help them answer a later one. Al1 responses were recorded by the 

corn puter. 

Resuks an& Discussioq 

Table 8 presents the means and standard deviations on each component of the component 

processes task and on the global and specific tests of reading comprehension. Table 9 shows 

how the components correlated with each other and with the global test of reading 

comprehension ability. Because 22 of the participants in this experiment had also participateci in 

Experiment 2, two sets of correlations are reported in Table 9, namely the correlations based on 

the 59 new participants and the correlations based on aU 81 participants. Because the patterns 



were so similar, the balance of the analyses are based on 8 1 participants. 

The results of Experiment 3 replicated the Experiment flndings with respect to the basic 

pattern of intercorrelations among the components of the new task and the ability of the 

components to predict performance on a global test of reading cornprehension ability. As Table 

9 shows, the two text-based components, text rnemory and text inferencing, were highly 

correlated with one another but, at best, ody weakiy correlateci with the two knowledge access 

components. On the other hand, the three knowledge integration components were correlated 

with the text-based components and the knowledge access components. Ln addition, al1 

components of the task were significantly correlated with performance on the Nelson-Demy test 

of readuig compreheasion, with the high-knowledge integration component being the best single 

predictor. A regession d y s i s  was conducted on the reading comprehension data, using the 

same methodology as outlined in Experiment 2. The andysis showed that the component 

processes task accounted for an impressive 65% of the variance in reading cornprehension 

performance, E(4,76) = 34.83, MSq = 13.33, p c .O0 1. with the elementary components of text 

memory, low-knowledge access, and speed accounting for 59% of the variance, and the complex 

cornponent ofifhigh-knowIedge integratîon accounting for a m e r  6%. 



Table 8 

Me 

Test M SD Range 

Text Memory 
Text Inferencing 
Low-Knowledge Integration 
Medium-Knowledge Integration 
High-Knowledge htegration 
Low-Knowledge Access 

High-Knowledge Access 

Speed 

Tests of Reading and Verbal Abilities 

Reading Comprehension (max = 36) 34-12 

Short-Stones Task 
Text Memory (max = 16) 15.08 

True Text uiference (max = 8) 6.92 

Verification Task 
Accuracy (ma = 42) 38.53 
Reaction Time 1630.90 

BRdging Inference Task 
Implicit Statements (mm = 13) 1 1.42 
Reaction Time DifFerence 118.21 
Explicit Statements (max =13) 12.17 

iiifernng-New-Word-Meanings-hm-Contes Task 
Dennition Scores (max = 30) 12.24 

Memory- for-Details Task 
Combineci Texts (max = 80) 32-58 

Biographies (max = 40) 24.44 
Histoticd Texts ( max = 40) 18.14 

'Means, standard deviations, and ranges for the components are reportcd as percentages. 
bAccording to the Nelson-Demy noms, this range represents the 2& to 97" percentiles (Brown 
et al., 198 1) for University students. 
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Carmm 
. . 

'ons Arno@ the Components of the Com~onent Processes Task and R e a u  Comprehension in -ent 3(n = 81) 

Low-Know 1 Med-Know High-Know 

Integration Integration 

kligh-Know 

Access S peed 

Reading 
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Tex t 
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l Speed 
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So far, 1 have oniy considered how the component processes task predicts performance on 

a global test of reading comprehension ability. Next, I consider how the component processes 

task predicts performance on the five specific tests of reading comprehension ability. Table 10 

shows how the components of the task correlated with the specific tests of readùig 

comprehension. Table 1 1 shows the results for the stepwise regession analyses. The primary 

goal was to determine which of the components best predicted performance on each reading task. 

Consequently, for ezch dependent measure of interest, dl seven components of the task plus the 

speed component were allowed to enter as predicton. Table 1 1 reports those predictor variables 

that contributed a significant amount of unique variance and the order in which they entered into 

the equation. Because 1 was dso interested in determinhg whether the component processes 

task was as good or better than a standarcheci test like the Nelson-Demy at accounting for 

variance on these specific tests of reading comprehension, I conducted wo regression analyses 

for each dependent measure. h the first regression auaiysis, 1 allowed the Nelson-Demy scores 

to enter the regression equation after aU the components predicting unique variance were entered; 

the results of these analyses are reported in the lefthand panel (paneli) of Table 1 1. in the second 

regression anaiysis, Nelson-Demy scores were entered into the regressim mode1 b e f m  anp. of 

the components; the resuits of these analyses are depicted in the righthand panel (panel,,) of 

Table 11. 

in genemi, the regression analyses c o b e d  my predictions conceinhg which 

component of the task wodd be the major contributor to performance on each of the specific 

tests of readmg comprehension. The regression analyses aiso showed that the component 

processes task tmded to be a much better predictor of performance on the specific reading tasks 



than was the standardized test of reading comprehension. As the analyses in panel, show, the 

Nelson-Demy test did not account for a significant proportion of the residual variance on any of' 

the specific tests of reading comprehension, with the exception of the complex mernory-for- 

details task And even when the Nelson-Demy was entered into the regrasion equation k t  

(panei& it accounted for less unique variance than did the components when they were entered 

into the regression equation £ k t  (panek), again with the exception of the memory-for-details 

task. 

Short-Stories Task 

The regression analyses confimed the predictions about the Oakhill(1982) short-stories 

task.I4 As Table 11(aJ shows, the text memory component of the task was the best predictor of 

readers' abilities to correctly verify test statements that required memory for idormation 

mentioned explicitly in the short stones, accounting for 33% of the variance. The only other 

significant contributor was the text Uiferencing component which accounted for an additional 4% 

of the variance. On the other hand, as Table I I(bJ shows, only the text Uiferencing componmt 

of the task predicted performance on the statements that requked readers to make an inference 

based on uifonnation mentioned ùi the text, accounhg [or 17% o f  the variance. Tnese hndings 

tend support to the contention that the text memory component of the task taps memory Br facts 

mentioned explicitly in the text, whereas the text inEèrencing component of  the task taps text- 

bsed inferences. 

'4Analys~ of the short-stories task were based on 69 participuis rather than 8 1. This was because 1 was rrgumd to 

d e  changes to the wotding of the hstncctiom for this rask fier I had nin the fim 12 participants on the tasit, and 
so the data for thcx t 2 could not be included. 













Verification TasIq 

It was predicted that the knowledge access components (either low- or hi&-knowledge 

access) wouid be the best predictors of pefiomance on the Smith et al. (1974) verification task. 

The correlations and regression analyses largely confïrmed these predictions. As seen in Table 

10, both low-knowledge access and high-knowledge access correlated significantly with 

performance on the verification task. As the regression analysis in Table I 1 (cJ shows, when 

accuracy was the dependent meastre on the verification task, the low-knowledge access 

component of the task was the best predictor of performance, accounting for 17% of the variance. 

The only other significant contributor was the speed component which accounted for a M e r  

6% of the variance. When reaction time was the dependent rneasure, the knowledge access 

component was still a significant predictor; however, not surpnsingly it was not as good a 

predictor as speed; see Table 1 l(dJ. Thus, the results for the veri fication task pmvide some 

support for the contention that the knowledge access components of the task tap the processes 

invoIved in accessing rd-world knowledge kom long-texm memory . 

Bridszine inference Tas& 

I predicted that the knowtedge imegration componem (eidrer bw-, medium-, or hi&- 

knowledge integration) would be the best predictor of both accuracy at verifLing statements 

based on implicit passages and net reaction t h e  (reaction time for Mplicit statements minus 

reaction t h e  for explicit statements). As Table 1 1 (eJ and 1 1 (0 show. the r e p s i o n  analyses 

contirmed both of these predictions." The Iow-knowledge integrahon component was the best 

'SAnaIyses ofthe bndging i n f i e  task wert based on 79 participants tather than 8 1. The data For two participants 
codd not be used because of technid diftidties with the cornputer propan when running the task 



predictor of accuracy at v e r i m g  implicit statements. in fact, it accounted for 21% of the 

variance, and no other component accounted for a significant proportion of the variance once 

low-knowledge integration was partiailed out. This hding is consistent with that of Singer et al. 

( 1 WZ), who also found a significant correlation between Potts and Peterson's (1 985) knowledge 

integntion cornponent and accuracy at making bndging inferences. However, Potts and 

Petenon's knowledge integration component accounted for o d y  5.3% of the variance in 

accuracy on Singer et al.3 (1992) near-bridging-inference task, which is considerably Iess than 

the 2 1% variance that was captured by the knowledge integration component of the modified 

task. The low-knowledge integration component was also the best predictor of the net difference 

in reaction tirne for implicit versus explicit statements, although now the high-knowledge access 

component also predicted a significant proportion of additional variance. These findings lend 

support to the contention that the knowledge integration component taps access to pnor 

knowledge and the integration of this knowledge with text information. Note also that it was the 

text memory component and not the knowledge integmtion component that predicted accuracy 

on explicit statements; it accounted for 22% of the variance; see Table 1 1 (g,). Again this rnakes 

sense given that verifling the expkit staternenb required memory for an expticitly stated fact 

rather than a know ledge-based inference. 

An advantage of an individual-differences approach nich as this one is that it can 

sometimes molve apparent inconsistencies in the literature that mise nom considering p u p  

means only. Indeed, the group reaction time data in th& experiment failed to replicate Keenan 

and Kintsch's (1974) îïndings in that 1 observed a statisticafly significant 1 18 ms disadvantage 

for verifyllig implicit statements versus explicit statements, ~ ( 7 8 )  = 2.79, p c .O07 (see Table 8), 



whereas Keenan and Kintsch found no difference. Thus, the present group data suggested that 

individuals had not made the bridgiog infereuce at the time of reading the passage, whereas 

Keenan and Kintsch's data suggest that they had. However, this inconsistency c m  be  reconciled 

if the reaction tirne data are examined as a function of individual readers' knowledge integration 

skills. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the present reaction time data with passage type 

(implicit vs. explicit} as one factor and imowledge integmtion skiIl fskilled vs. less-skilled on the 

Iow-knowledge integration component) as the other factor showed a highly significant Passage 

Type x Knowledge uitegration Ski11 interaction, E(1,77) = 7.46, MSe = 65707, p c .01. Readers 

who were less skilled at knowledge Uitegration were 273 ms slower on the implicit statements 

than on the explicit statements, f (26) = 2.8 1, p < .O 1, suggesting that they had fkequently failed 

to make the bridging inferences on-line. In contrast, readen who were skilled at knowiedge 

integration showed the Keenan and Kintsch pattern of a nonsignificant 38 ms difference, f (51) = 

1.04, Q > .30. This finding suggests that readers differ in their tendency or ability to make 

bridging inferences, and this ciifference is captured by the knowledge integration componenr of 

the cornponent processes task. 

Infemng-New-Word-Meanines-From-Context Task 

As predicted, the complexity of the passages resulted in al1 components of the component 

processes task being significant pfedicton of how well readers could infer new word meanings 

h m  text. However, also as predicted, text inf'erencing and text memory were particularly good 

predictors (see Table IO). Text memory was the slightly better predictor of the two, and because 

the two were highly correlated (.72), t e s  inferencing did not contribute a significant proportion 

of the variance after the effects of text memory were statisticdy removed in a stepwise 
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regrPssion analysis; see Table 1 1013. hdeed, speed was the ody  other component to contribute 

significantly after the effects of text memory were statistically removed. 

emorv-for-Detai 1s Ta& 

As anticipated, the complexity of the biographical and historical passages resulted in 

significant correlations between al1 components of the component processes task and 

performance on the detail multiple-choice questions (see Table 10). A stepwise regression 

analysis on the cornbined data for the biographical and historical texts showed that text memory 

was the best predictor of performance on the detail questions (it accounted for 24% of variance), 

with speed and the medium-integration component aiso contributhg significant unique variance; 

see Table 1 t(i,). However, closer inspection of the data reveaied slightly different patterns for 

the biographies and the historical texts. As Table 1 16,) and 1 1 (kJ show, text rnernory was a 

better predictor than knowledge integration for the biographies, whereas knowledge integration 

was a better predictor than text memory for the historical texts. in retrospect, this is not 

surprising. The historical tex& were more difficult than the biographicd texts, and presumably 

required more access to and inteption of pnor knowledge with new text information than did 

the straightforward biographies. 

Notice also that the memory-for-detaiIs task was the only task in which the Nelson- 

Demy reading comprehension test accounted for as much variance as did the components of the 

new task. Of ail the specific tests used in Experiment 3, the memory- for-details one was the 

most Wre the Nelson-Demy in temis of passage Iength and complexity as well as multiple- 

choice testing forna& and so it is not strrprising that the Nelson-Demy test accounted for 

additional variance unaccounted for by the components of my new task. 



Summarv 

in general, 1 think that the resuits of Experiment 3 are highly encouraging for at least 

three misons. First, the results of Experirnent 2 were repiicated inasmuch as the new component 

processes task again accounted for a substantial proportion of the variance in performance on the 

Nelson-Demy test of reading comprehension ability. Second, this experiment showed that the 

predictive power of the new task was not c o f i e d  to one measure of reading comprehension, 

namely, the Nelson-Demy, and one method of wessing comprehension, namely, a multiple- 

choice recognition method. Indeed, components OC the task were good predictors of performance 

on a set of specific reading comprehension tasks that drew on a variety of text types (e.g., single 

sentences, short paragrap hs, complex paragrap hs), assessrnent methods (e.g . , tme- false 

judgments, definition generation, multiple choice), and dependent measures (accuracy, reaction 

time, net reaction time). And finally, Experiment 3 provided m e r  construct validity for the 

separate components of the task by showing that each component was the best predictor of 

performance on a specific test of reading comprehension that was designed to load more heaviiy 

on that component. 



Chapter 6: Eqeriment 4 

In the final experiment, 1 pitted the component processes task against working rnemory 

s p a .  another theoretically motivated measure that has been shown to be a good predictor of 

reading comprehension ability (e.g., Baddeley et al., 1985; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; 

Daneman & Merikle, 1996; Dixon et ai. 1988; Masson & Miiler, 1983). This expenment 

aliowed me to investigate the relative predictive powen of the two tasks and the extent to which 

they make overlapping or independent contriiutions in accounting for individual ciifferences in 

reading comprehension ability. 

As my measure of working memory van, 1 used a variant of Daneman and Carpenter's 

(1980) reading span test which was designed to measure the combined processing and storage 

capacity of working memory during reading. In this version (see dso Daneman & Hannon. 

200 I), participants read doud increasingiy longer sets of unreIated sentences (e.g., Torrential 

min They rar~ until their lunes felr like  the^ were goin: to 

burst; me b) and made judgments about the sensibility 

of each sentence. Then at the end of a set, they were required to recall the final word of each 

sentence in the set (e.g., islmd; bUISt: ma@. Daneman and Carpenter (1 980) found that 

measures of the combined processing and storage capacity of working memory were better 

predicton of reading comprehension performance than were measures of only storage capacity, 

such as the traditionai digit span and word span measures. On average, Daneman and 

Carpenter's (1980) process plus storage measures of working memory capacity accounted for 

31% of the variance in performance on a giobal test of comprehension (the VSAT), and 58% of 

81 
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the variance in performance on specinc tests of comprehension, such as retrieving facts and 

computing the antecedent referent for a pronoun. Since the original Daneman and Carpenter 

(1980) study with I l  participants. many researchen have used variants of reading span to 

investigate the association between working rnernory capacity and a variety of language 

comprehension tasks. A recent meta-analysis of this 1iteratu.e (Daneman & Merikle, t 996) 

supported rnost of Daneman and Carpenter's ( 1980) findings, although the working 

memory/comprehension correlations based on 6,179 participants were mialler in magnitude than 

those based on only 41 participants, with verbal process plus storage measures accounting For 

17% of the variance on global tests and 27% on specific tests. According to the theory, working 

mernory span is a good predictor of comprehension b e c a w  readen who have less capacity to 

process and store information simultaneously in working memory are at a disadvantage when it 

cornes to integrating successive ideas in a text because they have less capacity to keep the earlier 

read relevant information still active in working memory (Daneman & Carpenter, t 980, 1 983). 

The goals of this experiment were to compare the power of the new component processes 

task with that of a typicd working memory span task at predicting global reading cornprehension 

ability, and to investigate the extent to which the two tasks tapped common processes. One 

codd argue that it is unfair to compare the predictive power of a four-component task w*th that 

of a single-component task such as working memory. However, mearchers have argued that 

working memory span is such a good predictor of readuig comprehension precisely because 

working memory is a resource shared by many of the component processes of comprehension 

(see Daneman, 199 1 ; Just & Carpenter, l987), and so in this sense, pitting the two tasks against 

each 0th- does not s e a n  unreasonable. But either way, the r d  theoretical interest was in 
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determining the extent to which the two masures tap similar or different component processes. 1 

predicted that working rnemory span wouid be correlated with the text memory, text Serencing, 

and knowledge integration component. because working rnemory seems to be important for the 

processes that requke the maintenance and integration of successively encountered ideas in a 

text. On the other han& there is no a priori reason for p r e d i c ~ g  that workhg memory 

measures should be related to the knowledge access component (but see Rosen & EngIe, 1997) 

or to the speed component of the task (see Rankin, 1993). Consequently, 1 predicted that the 

component processes task would account for more of the variance on a global reading 

comprehension test than shouid the working memory span task because it captures variance 

associated with prior knowledge access and processing speed as well variance associated with 

text-based processes. 

Partici~anq 

The participants were 94 students h m  the University of Toronto comrnunity. Al1 were 

fluent in English and had not participated in any of the previous experirnents. In addition to 

being adrninistered the component processa [ask and the Nelson-Demy test ofreading 

comprehension, participants were administered a test of working memory capacity (Daneman & 

Carpenter, 1980) described beIow. 

Workine Memorv Span Test 

Participants read aloud a set of unrelateci sentences, made a smsi'bility judgment for each 

one, and then at the end of the set, they recded the last word of each sentence in the set. 

Sentences 8 to 12 words in length, each ending with a different word, were presented one at a 
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t h e  on the cornputer screen. After the participant responded 'yes' or 'no' to indicate whether or 

not the sentence made sense, the participant pressed the space bar for the next sentence. The 

procedure was repeated until a blue screen indicated that the trial was over, at which point the 

participant recalled the last word ofeach of the sentences in the set. Participants were aflowed to 

recall the words in any order but were encouraged not to recdl the last word in the set k t .  For 

example, in a hwo-sentence set, participants might read An eerie breeze suddenlv chilled the 

w m .  humid air. The umbrelfa mabbed its bat and stmped UD to the plate. They would respond 

'yes' after reading the k t  sentence, 'no' after reading the second sentence, and then recail 'air' 

and 'plate' when prompted by the blue screen. Sentences were arranged in five sets each of 2,3, 

4 5 ,  and 6 sentences. Participants were presented with increasingly longer sentence sets until al1 

100 sentences had been presented. Working memory span was the total number of sentence-final 

words out of 100 that the participant could recdl. 

Results and Discussion 

Table 12 presents the means and standard deviations on each component of the 

component processes task and on the tests of global reading comprehension and working 

memory span. Table 13 shows how the components conelated with each other and with the 

reading comprehension and working memory span tests. 

Once again, the earfier findhgs werc replicated with respect to the basic pattern of 

intercorrelations among the components of the new task and the ability of each component to 

pRdict performance on a global test of reading comprehension (see Table 13). Of course, with 

each new set of participants, the pattern and magnitude of correIations on the new task do not 

remaio identical. In Chapter 7, I report across-experiment analyses based on the data for dl 



participants who were ad-stered the component processes task. 

The main goais of Experirnent 4 were to determine the extent to which the new 

component processes task and a working memory span task tapped similar processes, and to 

compare the powers of the two at predicting global reading comprehension performance. Table 

13 shows that working memory span was signincantly correlated with performance on the 

Nelson-Demy test of reading comprehdon (E = -46). Workhg memory span was dso 

significantly correlated with the text memory, text inferencing, and knowledge integration 

components of the component processes task (range = -36 to .48) but not with the laiowledge 

access components or speed (range = -.O3 to -21). l6 

'" A mulitple Rgrrsion analyses rweaIed thaï the componcnt p m a s ~ s  tasic accounts for 28% of the variance 

in pebormanct on a test of workÏng memory. Tuct memory and mediiim-knowiedge mtegration accounted for 26% 
ofthr variance and the qecd component accounted for about 2% of the variance- 



Table 12 

Means and Standard Deviations for Tasks Used in Ex~enrnent 4 (n = 94) 

Test - M x! Range 

-Ta 

Text Memory 

T ext Merencing 

Low-Knowledge Integration 

Medium-Knowledge integration 

Hiph-KnowIedge Integration 

Low-ffiowledge Access 

High-Know Iedge Access 

Speed 

Tests of Reading and Verbal Abilities; 

Reading Comprehension (max = 36) 

Working Memory Span ( max = LOO) 

'Means, standard deviations, and ranges for the components are reported as percentages. 
b A c ~ ~ d i n g  to the Nelson-Demy n o m ,  this range represents the 2"6 to 9gh percentiles (Brown 
et al., 198 1) for university students. 





To determine the extent to which the new component processes task and working 

memory span made overlapphg or independent contributions in their prediction of reading 

comprehension, two stepwise regression analyses were conducted, one in which working 

rnemory span was entered as the £ht  predictor and a second one in which it was entered after the 

components of the component processes task were partialled out. As Table 14@) shows, when 

entered first, working memory span accounted for 21 % of the variance in reading comprehension 

performance, a 6ndhg that is consistent with the Literature showing a reliable correlation 

between measures of working memory span and cornprehension (see Daneman & Capenter, 

1980; Daneman & Merikle, 1996; Turner & Engle, 1989). However, note also that the text 

inferencing, speed, and high-knowledge integration components accounted for a M e r  29% of 

the variance in reading after the effits of working memory span were removed. On the other 

hand, as Table I4@) shows, w hen working memory spart was entered into the regression 

equation after the 47% of variance accounted for by the component processes was partialled out, 

working memory accounted for only an additional 3% of unique variance. Thus, it would appear 

that the new component processes task is accounthg for most of the variance in reading 

comprehension that is tapped by a typicaI test of the combined processhg and storage capacity of 

working memory. It would also appear that the working memory span test shares moa variance 

in cornmon wîth the text inferencing component of the component processes task. This is 

because text infefencing is the component whose predktive power is most reduced by entering 

workiag memory span as the fint predictor. These hdings should be of theoreticai interest to 

the increasing number of researchers interesteci in detennining what working memory spaa 

measures such as reading span are redy measrning (see Miyake 8r Shah, 1999, for a ment  



review). 

Summarv 

The results of Experiment 4 provide m e r  support for the reliability of the component 

processes task in predicting performance on a global test of reading comprehension. In addition, 

the restdts show that the component pmcesses task accounts for most orthe variance in reading 

comprehension that is accounted for by a rypical rneasure of working memory capacity; and it 

accounts for variance not accounted for by working rnernory, such as variance associated with 

access to pnor knowledge, and speed of reading and responding. 

Table 14 

Remesion - Analvses on Reading Com~rehension Scores in Ex~eriment 4 (n = 94) 

with Workine Memory Span and Component Processes as Predictors 

Variable 8 Bf A R I  - F 
(a) Working memory as first predictor of reading comprehension 

1. Working mernory .46 -21 .21 24.43 
7 . Text inferencing .56 -31 -10 13.07 
3. Speed -65 -42 .11 16.62 
4. High-knowledge integration -71 -50 .O8 14.65 

(6) Working memory as pmiictor of reading comprehension &er variance accounted 
for by the component processes has been partialled out 

1. Text inferencing -48 -23 3 3  27.23 
2. Speed -60 .36 -13 18.2 1 
3. Hi&-knowledge integration -69 -47 - 1  1 19.38 
4. Working memory -71 -50 .O3 5.02 

Note. a R2 = change in R2. 



Given that there is now data on the component processes task for 222 participants (69 in 

Experiment 2; 59 in Experiment 3; 94 in Experiment 4), it might be useN to examine the pooled 

data. in this chapter I report the correlations. a c o ~ a t o r y  factor anaiysis. and regression 

analyses based on the entire set of participants. 

Tabb 15 provide the corndations based on the entire set of participants. Note that the 

pattern ~Pcorrelaiions for al1 222 participants is remarkably sunilar to the pattern for the original 

subset of 69 who were tested on the task in Experiment 2 (Chapter 4). The pattern shows that the 

two text-based components, text memory and text uiferencing, were highly correlated with one 

another, and both were at best weakly comlated with the knowledge access cornponents. On the 

other hanci, di three IsowIedge-integration componai~ w m  significantly correlated with the 

two text-based components, and they were also correlated with the knowledge access 

cornponents. Taken together, t hae  findings suggest that there are two elementary sets of 

processes, text-based processes (measured by the text memory and text inferencing components), 

and knowledge access processes (measured by the low- and hiph-howledge access 

components), that are at best weakly correlated with one another, and there is a more complex set 

of processes, knowledge integration processes (meanired by the low-, medium-, and high- 

knowledge integration components) that are comlated with and dependent upon both the tes- 

based processes and knowledge access processes. 





To support this interpretatioo of the component processes task a confinnatory factor 

adysis (CFA) on the pooled data was conducted. There were two steps to the analysis, as 

recommended by Joreskog and Sorbom (1993). The fmt step was a measurement mode1 that 

confirmed that the component proceses task does indeed consist of a text orocessinq latent 

variable that is meanved by the observed variables, text memory and text inferencing; a 

lai- latent variable that is measured b y the observed variable, low-knowledge 

access and hi&-kuowledge acccss; and a knowledee inteption latent variable that is measured 

b y the observed variables, low-know ledge integration, medium-know ledge integration. and high- 

knowledge integration. The second step was a structural mode1 of the component processes task 

that contimied the interrelation among the latent variables; in particular, it confirmed that there 

are two elementary latent variables, text processing and knowledge access, that are both 

necessary for the more cornplex latent variable, knowledge integration. For both steps of the 

CFA, 1 used LISREL 8, a cornputer package designed for structural equation modeling (Joreskog 

& Sarbom, 1993). Table 16 contains the results of the two steps of the CFA. 

The measurement mode1 fit the data well. As Table 16 shows, the results of the CFA for 

the measurement mode1 c o b e d  that the text memory and text ùiferencing components of the 

component processes task do indeed measure one latent variable which I interpret as text 

processing, that the low-and high-knowledge access components do indeed measme a second 

latent variable which 1 interpret as knowledge access, and that the low-, medium-, and high- 

knowledge integration components do indeed measure a third latent variable which I interpret as 

knowledge integration. 



Table 16 

JX es u1 ts o f CFA Analvses for Measumnent and Structural Models (n = 222) 

fa) Results for Measurement Mode1 

Text Processing; 

Text Memory 

Text Inferencing 

Low-real Knowledge Access 

High-real Knowledge Access 

Low-knowledge htegration 

Medium-krmwledge uitegratïon 

High-know Iedge htegration 

z-score 

fi) Fit Statistics for Structural Mode1 

d f - 2 v2 *(exact) x2 D ~ I o s ~ )  AGFT ÇEI RMSEA 

10 1 1.59 0.3 1 0.70 0.99 0-96 1-00 0.027 

&&  exact) and p(c1ose) reflect the significance ievels for the &exact) and x'(ciose) tests. 

CFA = confirmatory factor analysis; GFI = goodness-o f-fit index; AGFI= adjusted goodness-of- 
fit index; CR = comparative fit index; RMSEA = mot-mean-square error of approximation. 
c .os. 



For the structural model, six different fit statistics were conducted according to the 

recomrnendations of Hoyle and Panter (1995). These fit statistics were the traditional chi-square 

test of 'exact' model fit, the chi-square test of 'close' model fit (Browne & Cudeck, 1993). the 

goodness-of-fit index (GFI), the adjusted GFI (ACFI; JBreskog & Sorbom, 1981). the root-mean- 

square e m r  of approximation (RMSEA; Steiger Br Lind I98O), and the comparative fit index 

(Cm; Bentler, 1989). It is important ta note that for the chi-square tests, the hypothesis being 

tested assumes either an exact model fit for the data or a model fit that is acceptable, and so a 

good-fitting model is indicated by nonsignificant resdts from these tests (i.e., p > .OS); see also 

Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, and Conway (1999). For the GFI, AGFI, and CR indices, 1 followed 

the general guideline that good-fitting models are indicated by a value of -90 or more, and for 

interpreting the RMSEA statistic. I followed the recornmendarion that values of .OS or less 

indicate a good-fitting model (Brome & Cudeck, 1993). As Table 16 indicates, the results of al1 

six statisticai tests suggested that there was an acceptable model fit for the structurai model of 

two elementary latent variables, text processing and howledge access, both of which influence a 

more cornplex latent variable, knowledge integration. 

Figure 1 shows the parameter esthates for the rneasurement and structurai equation 

models. In this figure, the ellipses represent the latent variables (e-g., text processing) and the 

rectangles represent the obsewed measirm/variables (e.g., text mernory, text inferencing). Paths 

leading h m  one vanable to another variable indicate direction of influence. Numbers on paths 

are standardized path coefficients that indicate the degree of influence. As Figure I shows, the 

latent variable text arocessing influences the obsaved variables, text memory md text 

inficing; the latent variable knowledee intemition influences the o bserved variab les, low-, 
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medium-, and hi&-howledge integration; the latent variab le know ledee access influences the 

observed variables Iow- and high-knowledge access; and the latent variables text processinq and 

laiowledee accesg both influence the latent variable, knowledge integration. 

I Text I 

Text 
1 

lnferencing 

I Low - KnowIedge 
Integration 

Text 
rocess 

Medium-Kow ledge , 84 

77 

1 Integration 
I 1 QC 1 High-Know ledge 

Integration 

. LowKnowledge .40 
Access 

High-Knowledge a 

Access 

Fi- 1.  Path Diagram Showing the Measurernent Modei and the Structurai Equation Model for 
the Component Rocesses Task (1~222). AU paths are significant at the .O5 level. 
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So far, only the reiationships among the cornponents of the component processes task 

have been considered. The finai step was to investigate how well the components accounted for 

variance on the Nelson-Demy reading comprehension test. To do this, two regression analyses 

were conducted on the data pooled over ail 222 participants. These analyses are presented in 

Table 17, and again they are similar to those reported for the fint 69 participants in Experiment 2 

(Chapter 4). 

For the regression analysis reported in Table 17(a). the procedure was the same as the one 

used in Experiment 2. That is, the elementary components of text memory, iext inferencing, and 

knowledge access were allowed to enter the equation before the more complex knowledge- 

integration components. As Table 17(a) shows. the component processes task accounted for 

52% of the variance in reading performance for the 222 participants. with the elementary 

components of text memory, speed, Iow-knowledge access, and text inferencing accounting for 

46% of the variance, and the cornplex component of high-know ledge integration accounting for a 

M e r  6%. Given the large sample size, I feel coofident that these resuits are stable and diable. 

Table 17@) shows the results of a regression analysis using the same pmcedure as was 

us& for the specinc reachg tests in tirperhmt 3. Fhar is, att eight cornponents of the ttaçk were 

dowed to enter the regression analysis fkely, and only those cornponents that contributed 

sipificantly are reported. This analysis dowed a cornparison between the pattern of predictor 

variables for the global ceading compreheosion test with the patterns for the specific reading 

tasks used in Experiment 3 (Chapter 5). As seen in Table 17(b), high-knowledge integration was 

the best single predictor of reading comprehension for the 222 participants as it was for the 

onginal subset of 69 participants, and it accounted for 34% of the variance in mding 



comprehension pafonnance on the Nelson-Demy. The pattern in Table 16@) is most similar to 

that for the historical texts in Experiment 3 (see Table 1 1 [kJ), except that for the historical texts, 

the medium-knowledge integration component rather than the high-knowledge integration 

component was the best predictor of comprehension performance. 

Table 17 

e e i  al R vses on R ~ L o r e s  for al! 222 Particioants 

Components of Component Rocesses Task as Predictors 

Variable 

la) Reading comprehension 

1. Text memory .47 -22 -22 63 -48 

2. Speed -64 -41 S S  67-53 
3. Low-knowledge access -67 -45 .O4 15.82 

4. Text inferencing -68 -46 -01 3 -67 
5. High-knowledge integration -72 .52 .O6 27.1 O 

1. High-knowledge integration .58 -34 -31 1 13-05 

2. Speed -68 -47 -13 5 1.95 

3. Text memory .70 -49 .O2 11.16 

4. Low-knowledge access -72 -51 -02 8.58 
5. Text inferencing .72 -52 -01 2.40 

pote. A R2 = change in R2. 



The goal of this research was to develop a new mesure of individual differences in 

reading ability that is thenretically motivated, easy to administer, and has high predictive power. 

It appears that the component processes task fi& the bill. The task measures four 

components-the ability to access prior knowledge fiom long-term memory, the ability to 

integrate accessed knowledge with text mfomation, the ability to make inferences based on 

information provided in the text. and the ability to recall new text information fiom long-terni 

memory. These four components plus a speed component account for a substantial proportion of 

the variance in the performance of university students on a global standardized test of reading 

comprehension performance (Experiments 2,3, and 4). Indeed. the component processes task 

accounts for more variance in readuig ability than do single-cernponenr tasks such as vocabulary 

knowiedge (Expenment 2), and single-resource tasks such as working mernory span (Expenment 

4). Nevertheless, the task is almost as quick to administer as a typicai working memory span 

task (takes approximately 30 minutes as compared to 20 minutes for the working memory span 

task). AI1 in dl, the component processes task is a powefil and practicai research tool for 

measuring individual differences in reading comprehension ability, and if provides theoretical 

insights conceming the nature of the components underlying various reading comprehension 

tasks* 

Skeptics might argue that there is nothing particdarly surprising or informative about the 

hding ihat performance on the component processes task correlates we ll with performance on a 

standardized reading comprehension task Like the Nelson Demy. Mer dl, the task requins 
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people to read and comprehend short paragraphs and to answer questions about them. and the 

Nelson-Demy requires people to read and comprehend somewhat longer passages and to answer 

questions about them. From this perspective, 1 am the fint to agree that the resdts are not 

surprising. In this thesis, 1 have ciaimed thai the component processes task measures four 

component processes of reading comprehension, d l  four of which have been proposed (in one 

fom or another) by reading mearchers in the p s t ,  and 1 have shown haî the measure of these 

four components did indeed correlate with a hii-blown reading comprehension task. In that 

sense, the findings are not surprising. But to constme the findings as not theoreticaily 

informative is to misconstnie the value of a componential analysis of reading comprehension. 

believe that the cesulis are informative in a number of ways. Although this is not the first 

research to have considered text memory, text inferencing, knowledge access, and knowledge 

integration to be important components underlying reading cornprehension and important 

sources of individual differences in reading comprehension. I believe that this is the first research 

to provide d iab le  and valid ways to mesure them. This individual-differences approach has 

enabled me to provide new evidence concerning just how much variance in performance on a 

standardized reading comprehension test c m  be attiibuted to each of  these four components, as 

well as the extent to which they make overlapping or independent contributions. These are al1 

valuable theoretical conaibutions to the understanding of the cornplex constnict of reading 

comprehension. So far, 1 have shown how the task predicts the reading perfomance of a faVly 

circumscnibed population of university students. It is quite likely that the components that 

contribute to reading comprehension ability among University students may differ h m  the 

components that contniute to reading comprehension variability in younger readm, older 
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readers, and Less-skilied readers. I anticipate that the task can be adapated to studying other 

populations of readers as well. 

There are aiso several other theoretical contributions of this research worth mentioning. 

For starters, consider a rather interesting result that was mentioned but not emp hasized so far. In 

Experiment 2 (Chapter 4), it was observed that vocabulary knowledge accounts for little unique 

variance in performance on a giobai test of reading ability when the component processes of the 

task are partialleci out. This fiding is theoretically interesting because it seems to suggest that 

the buik of the shared variance between tests of reading comprehension and tests of vocabulary 

may be due to shared cognitive and inferential processes and not vocabulary knowledge per se 

(see afso Daneman, 1988; Sternberg & Powell, 1983). Aiso of theoretical interest is the finding 

in Experiments 2 (Chapter 4). 3 (Chapter S), and 4 (Chapter 6) that ski11 at accessing prior 

knowledge accounts for unique variance in reading comprehension ability. In other words, it is 

not simply how much relevant prior knowledge the reader has; after afl, care was taken to ensure 

that al1 readers had the prior knowledge that an ostrich is larger than a robin. Equaily important 

to reading success is the ability to have ready access to that Iong-term memory knowledge (see 

aïs0 Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995). Of theoretical interest to working memory researchea was the 

fmciing in Experiment 4 that working memory span is correlated with the text-based pmcessing 

aspects of reading camprehension rather than access to prior knowledge, or speed. This finding 

supports Daneman and Carpenter's (1 983) claim that working memory is implicated in the 

processes that require the maintenance and Întegration of successively encountered ides in a 

text. And hally, in Experiments 2.3, and 4 it was consistently found that both text-based 

components and knowledge-based components are important contributon to reading 
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cornprehension success. This hding corroborates Gernsbacher's (1990) view of comprehension 

as the building ofa mental structure based on information in the text and information in long- 

term memory, 

The potential applications of the task are many. So f i  it has been shown how the various 

components of the component processes task can be used to predict performance on a typical test 

of global reading comprehension abtbiiity, namely the Nelson-Demy, as  well as on a range of 

specific tests, each of which draws more heavily on one particular component of the task. But 

this research has only just scratched the surface. 1 beiieve that the component processes task c m  

be used to rneasure and undentaad perfomance on a whole range ofcognitive and linguistic 

tasks. For example, although not emphasized in this thesis, it was observed that the components 

of the task had the power to predict 37% OP the variance on several verbal reasoning tasks 

(Experiment 2). In addition, preliminary results show that the component processes task can be 

used to measure and undentand individual differences in performance on a variety of tasks that 

are o f  considerable theoreticai interest to cognitive researchers. For example. the task is useful 

for measuring and understanding individual differences in people's susceptibility to semantic 

ihsions (e-g., Enckson & Mattson, 198 1 ; Reder & Kusbit, 199 1)' as when they respond '*two" to 

the question "How many animais of each kind did Moses take on the ark?," even though they 

know that it was Noah, and not Moses, who took animals on the ark (Hannon & Daneman. 

200 1). These studies have shown that individuais who are Iess skiUed at accessing and reasoning 

about reai world knowledge (as measured by the high-knowledge access cornponent) succumb to 

more semantic illusions than do individuais who are skiiied at knowledge access, and this is 

particulady evident when the impostor word is highly related (Moses) to the intended target 
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(Noah) than when it is less highly related (Adam). The task is also proving usehl for measuring 

and understanding individual di fferences in performance on a verbal fluenc y task (e.g., Rosen tk 

Engle, 1997; Troyer, Moscovitch, & Winocur, 1997). in which individuals are given a minute or 

two to generate as many exemplan as they can for a given category (e.g. animals). I anticipate 

that the component pmcesses task can be applied toward rneasuring and understanding the higher 

order cognitive processes underlying a whole host of tasks that depend on rnernory. uiferencing, 

knowledge access, and knowledge integration. 

Finally, I recommend that researchers include this individual-differences task even if the 

primary goal of thek research is not the investigation of individual differences per se. One of the 

problems with developing modeis based on group data is that the group data frequently m u k  

interesting qualitative differences among individuals in the way the task is performed. This rnay 

lead to spurious models of how the task is performed. Moreover, it rnay be the cause of 

inconsistent findings in the literature whenever there are across-study differences in the ski11 

level of participants. For example, we saw how the inclusion of an independent measure of 

knowledge-integration ski11 allowed me to uncover a plausible reason for why Keenan and 

Kintsch's (1974) group data suggest that readers were making 6ridging inferences, whereas the 

p u p  data in Experiment 3 (Chapter 5) suggest that readers were not. It is quite likely that 

many other inconsistencies in the literature might be understood if an appropriate measure of 

individual difièrences is included in the studies. 
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Appendix (continued) 

TRUE 

A BERL i s  slower than a CAR. 

A SAMP is slower than a BERL. 

A NORT weighs more than a JET. 

A BERL weighs more than a CAR. 

A SAMP weighs more than a BERL, 

Inferencing A SAMP is slower than a CAR. 

A SAMP weighs more thqn a CAR. 

Law A NORT weighs more thqn a CAR. 

A JE?' i s  faster than a BERL, 

Medium A NORT is l'aster than a MOTOR('YCLE. 

A ROCKE'I' 1s fnster than Q BERL. 

A ROCKE'I' is faster thsn a SAMP. 

l-iigh Likc ROCKII'I'S, NORTS lravel in the air. 

Like MO'I'OK('YCI.ES, SAMI'S iravrl ucross the land. 

Likc MO'I'OKC'YC'I.ES, IJEKLS trüvcl ucross ihc land. 

FALSE 

A CAR is slower than a BERL. 

A BERL is  slower ihan a SAMP. 

A JET weighs more than a NORT. 

A CAR weighs more than a BERL. 

A BERL weighs more than a SAMP. 

A CAR is slower than a SAMP. 

A CAR weighs more than a SAMP, 

A CAR weighs more than a NORT. 

A BERL is faster than a JET. 

A MOTORCYCLE is faster than ri NORT. 

A BERL is faster than ri ROCKE'K 

A SAMP i s  füster thun a ROCKET. 

Like MOI'ORCYCLES, NOKTS travel across the land. 

Like ROCKETS, SAMPS travel in the air. 

1-iktt ROCKETS, B E l U S  iravcl in the air. 



Appendix (cantinued) 

TRUE FALSE 

Low A JET is t'aster than a CAR, A CAR is faster than a JET. 

A JET weighs more than a CAR. A CAR weighs more than a JET. 

High A JET has a pilot, whereas a MOTORCYCLE docsn't. A JET has a driver, whereas a MOTORCYCLE doesn't, 

A CAR has a driver, whereas a ROCKET doesn't. A CAR has a pilot, whereas a ROCKET doesn't, 

A ROSP resembles a DERP but is taller and lives longer, 

A DERP resemblcs a P M E  but is taller and livcs longer, 

A BUFT resembles a PETUNIA but is shoner and lives Ionpr. 

hdght ROSP > DERP > PlNE > PETUNIA > 8UFT 

lifespan ROSP > DERP > PINE > PETUNIA; BUFT > PETUNIA 

ased Statenicnts: 

'I'RUE 

Meniory A ROSP is  taller thnn a DERl? 

A DI':RJ3 i s  tallcr ihun a PINII. 

A UUF'I' is shorter than a I'E'ilJNl A. 

FALSE 

A DERP i s  tnller than a KOSP. 

A PINE is tsller thaii a DERP. 

A PE'TUNIA is shorter thnn n DUFI'. 



TRUE 

A ROSP lives longer than a DERP, 

A DERP lives longer than a PME. 

A BUFT lives longer than a PETUNIA, 

Inferencing A ROSP is taller than a PINE, 

A ROSP lives longer than a PINE. 

Law A DERP lives longer than a PETUNIA. 

A PINE is tdler than a B U V .  

Medium An EVERGREEN i s  taller than a B U l T  

A KOSP is taller thnn a TUi,IP, 

A DERP is taller thon a TULlP. 

I-ligh Like EVERGREENS, ROSPS have needles. 

Like EVERGREENS, DERPS have nçedles, 

1.ike 'l'Ul,lPS, I31JlTS have leaves. 

Appendix (continued) 

FALSE 

A DERP lives longer than a ROSP, 

A PINE lives longer than a DERP. 

A PETUNIA lives longer than a BUFT. 

A PTNE is taller than a ROSP. 

A PME lives longer than a ROSP. 

A PETUNIA lives longer than a DERP, 

A BUFT is taller than a PME. 

A BUFT is taller thari an EVERGREEN, 

A TULIP is taller than a ROSP. 

A TULIP is taller than a DERP. 

Like TULIPS, ROSPS have Ieaves. 

LIKE TULIPS, DERPS have Iecives. 

Like EVEKGREENS, BUI'I'S have needles. 











Appendix (continurd) 

I'ItU E FALSE 

n S~atements; 

Low A MARR i s  largcr tlisii un AN'I'. An AN'I' is  larger lhan a MAKH. 

A BUITERFLY is more c~lourful ihan n JERI>. A JERP i s  more colourful ihan a BUTI'ERFLY. 

Medium A TOLP is  more colourful thsn n COCKKOACH. A COCKROACI 1 is  marc colourful than a TOLI? 

A M A W  is more colourQl than a LOCKROACII, A COCKKOACI 1 i s  marc colourfiil thrin u MARB, 

A HONEYBEE is more calawrful thon a JERP, A JEKP is more colourful than a IIONEYBEE, 

High Like I-IONEYBEES, I'OLPS fly in the air. Like COCKROACHES, 'I'OLI'S travel across the land. 

Like HONEYBEES, MARBS fly in the air. Like COCKKOACHES, MARRS travel across the land. 

Like CQCKROACI-!ES, JEKPS iravcl across the land. Like HONEYBEES, JERPS fly in the air. 

Low A RU'I7'ERFI.Y is more colowrful thnn an AN'I'. An ANT is niore colourful than a I3U'lV1'ERI;I.Y. 

A BUrI'I'EWI,Y is lnrger thrin un AN'I'. An ANri' is largcr than n 13U'I'I'HK1~IaY. 

ANI'S live in u colony, whereas 13UrI~l'liRI:I.IES don'i livc in a colony. 

131 l'lwl'l'il~l~L1liS live in a colony, whereiis ANTS don'i live in a colony. (fiilse) 

High ANrI'S have quccns, wheraiis C O U W M "  1ES dodi COCKIIOACI-iIiS Iiave quecns, whereas ANTS don't. 
w 
Ir) 

I1ONIiYllIII:S Iiuvc ~ U C C I I S ,  WIICI-L'US I 3 ~ J ' ~ l l ~ R i ~ l , l l S  doii't. UU'l~l'E1<1~l,IliS Iiuve quecns, whereus I IONLiY BEES don'i. Vu 



Appendix (continried) 

A WliMIJ rcsembles a GIRAFFE but 1s ialler and cals niore. 

A long-legged 'I'I1.N rcsembles a MONKEY biii is shorier and eats more. 

A LOKK reseinbles a TlLN but is  shorter, eûts more, and lives on land. 

i R a  height WEMI' > GIRAFFE > MONKEY > TILN > 1-OKK 

amouni calen WEMP > GlRAFFE > MONKEY ; LORK > TILN > MONKEY 

long-lcgged TILN, GIRAWE 

shori-legged MONKEY 

lives on land LOKK, GIRAFFE 

doesn'i Iive on laqd TlLN, MONKEY 

Dxt-Rasçd sliuilwnis; 

'rRu E 

Memory A 'I'I1,N is  long-lcggcd. 

A WEMP i s  tiillcr thnn 8 GII~AIW.  

A 'I'ILN 1s sliorier than n MONK W. 

A LOIIK is sliortcr than a '1'11-N. 

A WEMI' cats riiorc ihun ri G1KAI;I:li. 

F A I S E  

A 'I'lIdN isn't long-legged. 

A GIRAFFII 1s ia1lt.r tlian a WIiMI? 

A MONKHY is shorter than a 'I'I1,N. 

A '1'11-N is shortcr than ri LORK. 

A CilRAFI;li cuts niore tliuri a WEMI? 
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Agpendix B 

Jnsûuctions for the New Component Processes Task. 

We are interested in leaming how people use what they already know to heIp h e m  leam new 

information. When you press the spacebar to indicate that you are ready to proceed, the first sentence of 

a mini-paragraph will be presented on the computer screen. One of the tenns in the sentence will be a 

real item whch should be familiar to you- The other terrn, denoted by a nonsense syllable. w ~ l I  represent 

an imaginary item which is unfarniiiar to you. Once you have lemed this sentence press the spacebar 

for the next sentence of the mini-paragraph. Once you have temed ail three sentences of the mini- 

paragaph you will bs presented wth some test statements. 

IT IS iMPORTANT THAT YOU RESPOND QCnCKLY AAD ACCURATELY TO EACH TEST 

STATEMENT, BUT D O N T  RESPOND SO QüICKLY THAT YOU bIAKE A LOT OF ERRORS. 

Note, that the information in a test statement can be tme even though it was never explicttly 

stated in the pangraph. Your prior knowtedge about the reai items in the paragraph shouid enable you to 

deduce some relations that were not actuaI1y presented. Hence, some test statements should be 

considered tnie because the information in that statement was actually presented in the parayaph. Other 

test statements should be considered tnie because the informanon described in them could be deduced 

tiom your existing knowledge about real things m the world. When you have completed answering the 

test statements, the fmt sentence of the next mini-paragraph will apeear on the computer scretni. 

DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ??? 


